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Grade inflation being studied
Task force gives administration 'road map'for what it should pay attention to
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MICHELE JOHNSTON/xropfcrs editor

EN BONDS
staff writer

Grade inflation trends at JMU
are being studied in depth this
year in response to faculty and
student concerns that evaluation
of undergraduate students might
not be reasonable.
A task force headed by Teresa
Gonzalez, associate vice president for academic affairs, met
last April to discuss the upward
trend in student grade-point
averages.

Ms. Amanda Klein
Ms. Joy McBride
Dr. Dorn Peterson
Dr. Theresa Prodoehl
Dr. Scott Stevens

grade

inflation

"It has been observed that the
[average] GPA has been climbing slightly, but steadily," Gonzalez said.
The task force was comprised
of faculty representatives from
all five colleges, the registrar's
office, the general education program and a student representative from the Student Government Association, junior Amanda Klein.
Meeting weekly throughout
April, the committee was
charged with the responsibility
to review new data on academic

trends and to suggest
sueeest areas
area
needing further study.
According to the task force
report, submitted to faculty in
late August, the group is working to recommend actions the
university might take to increase
shared understanding of what
grades do and should represent.
"We have noticed that the
average GPA is getting closer to
a B, than to the normal C," Terri
Prodoehl, professor of health sciences, said. Prodoehl represents
the general education program
see INFLATION page 9

Assessment Tests TKO'd
Database error
forces freshmen
to retake test

T

ARA HAFER
staff writer

About half of the freshmen
class must retake sections of
assessment tests completed during summer orientation due to
problems with the computer
system database.
Linda Halpern, dean of general education, said JMU used a
new software program for the

first time this summer to test
incoming freshmen on their
technology knowledge and
skills.
"It's the only software program on the market that tests
the performance of certain skills
rather than knowledge about
the skills," Halpem said.
The assessment test has three
components: the knowledge
section of Tech Level One, and
two tests about Microsoft Word
and Microsoft Power Point.
Halpern said the software
program had been tested prior
to freshman orientation on
small groups of students, usual-

ly numbering under 60, and
didn't reveal any problems.
However, during orientation,
hundreds of students took the
exam simultaneously. The program crashed due to the overload.
"I watched one student perform very well on a word-processing test and have his score
reported as a zero," Halpern
said.
David Brunner, technology
coordinator for general education, said the database simply
could not handle 160 or more
updates at the same time. Brunsee GUTCH page 9

McConnel named interim director
STEVEN LANDRY
senior writer
Jim McConnel became the
interim director of the Office of
Admissions on Tuesday as the
search for a new admissions
director continues.
McConnel, the director of
campus life, is temporarily fill-

GREEK SCENE

The Few, the Proud, the Brave
■ They're not the Marines, but
sororities are now recruiting, as
opposed to rushing, in compliance
with a national dictate. Pag« 5

ing the void of the important
position, David Barnes, director
of the University Center, said.
McConnel didn't apply for the
position, but Bames, who heads
the committee that is looking for
an admissions director, thought
McConnel would fill in well.
"He's just filling in . . . providing leadership while we do
the search," Barnes said.

McConnel was appointed by
Mark Wamer, vice president of
student affairs, to temporarily
replace Roxie Shabazz, who left
JMU on July 30 to become director of admissions at Spelman
College in Atlanta.
McConnel said Warner asked
him if he would consider taking
on the position as interim direcsee ADMISSIONS page 9

MEGHAN MONTGOMEXYIstaff photographer

Students practice for their performances In the fourth annual
New Dance Festival, which will be held in Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre In Duke Hall tomorrow and Saturday. For more information,
see the story on page IS in the Style section.

Throw me the Pigskin

Living the Night Life

The JMU Dukes and Coach Mickey Matthews,
right, play their home opener Saturday. And
as if you couldn't get enough football, POTW
makes its return today. Pages 25, 27

With this being college and all, the
Focus section takes a look at the
places students go out to play when
the sun goes down. Pages 24-25

'Express' Delivery
■ The Shenandoah Shakespeare Express is at it again
and will perform "Much Ado
About Nothing." Page 17
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POLICE LOG
HELISSA FORREST
jKipolice re\•porter
Unidentified
individuals
allegedly robbed a JMU student
between White and Dingledine
Hate on Aug. 28 between 1 a.m.
and 1:15 a.m.
The individuals pushed the
student down and pulled his
necklace from around his neck.
His glasses were broken and bis
watch band was damaged.
The necklace was a 22-inch
white goW chain with Mariner cut
cross studded with diamonds and
valued at $599. His glasses were
valued at $250.
The victim was taken to
RocWngham Memorial Hospital to
be treated lor a cut on his
forehead.
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Destruction

of

Public

Property
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly damaged a Roop Hall
sign on Aug. 28 at 10:01 p.m. at
Roop Hall.
The damage to the sign is
estimated at $100.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly activated a fire alarm
after using the fire extinguisher in
the Delta Chi fraternity house on
Aug. 31 at 2:28 a.m.
Underage Possession of
Alcohol
• Non-student Andrew J.
Harrington, 19, of Lake Ridge,
was arrested and charged with
underage possession of alcohol
on Aug. 28 at 4:05 a.m. outside of
the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity house.
• Michael J. Crosnicker, 18, of
Fredricksburg, was arrested and
charged
with
underage
possession of alcohol on Aug. 29
at 1:40 a.m. at the Godwin bus
stop.
• Justin D. Markell, 20, of
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Minnetonka, Minn., was arrested
and charged with underage
possession of alcohol on Aug. 29
at 2:15 a.m.
The Harrisonburg Police
Department requested campus
police to make the arrest offcampus at Visage Lane.
Underage Possession of
Alcohol/Possession
of
Marijuana
• Philip C. Shannon, 18, of
Chesapeake, was arrested and
charged
with
underage
possession of alcohol and
possession of marijuana on Aug.
28 at 11:44 p.m. in Hoffman Hall.
Destruction of Personal
Property
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly damaged the rear
window of a vehicle parked in the
Convocation Center A-iot near the
entrance on Aug. 27 between 6
and 7 a.m.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly damaged the passenger
side mirror of a vehicle parked in
Z-lot on Aug. 29 at 1:42 a.m.

• pg. 33 — 'Scopes
• pg. 35 — Crossword Puzzle

Petty Larceny/Destruction of
Personal Property
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole a CD player from a
vehicle parked in Z-lot on Aug. 27
between 1 and 7 a.m.
The CD player was valued at
$100 and damage to the vehicle
is estimated at $50.
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Petty Larceny
• Unidentified
individuals
altegecSy stole a ladies model hot
pink and purple bike from the
north bike rack at Eagle Hall
between Aug. 26 at 6 p.m and
Aug. 27 at 11 am.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole a Florida license
plate (Reg HD155E) in X-lot
between Aug. 28 at 2 p.m. and
Aug. 29 at 11 a.m.
Unauthorized Solicitation
• Two solicitors were instructed
to leave campus by campus
police after being seen soliciting
social security numbers during a
VISA card sign up on Aug. 29 at
see POLICE LOG page 7
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 2
» Bible Study, 8:15 p.m., 690 S. Mason St., sponsored by Wesley Foundation, call Ben at 434-3490
« Fellowship Dinner, 5:30 p.m., 690 S. Mason St., sponsored by Weslev
Foundation, call Ben at 434-3490

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
•» InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Large Group, 7 p.m.. Miller 101
call Sarah at 5744980

Most Expensive
TV Commercials
(for 30 second spot)

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 5
Q*N„MaS|'o oaft0nS,0Va11 ™eatre' " am-and 5 Pm - CCM House (1052
b. Main St.), 9 p.m, sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry
* Rock-a-pella, JMU a cappella concert and barbeque, 5 to 7 p>.m.,
r on
the Quad, e-mail susie@gaskinsm

HOW TO SUBMIT DUKE DAYS:
Call Brian at The Breeze at 568-6699 with the information (event
date, location, contact info, etc.) Please submit by Friday for a '
Monday issue and Tuesday for a Thursday Issue.

MARKET WATCH
NASDAQ

S&P 500

$565,000

10.67
Frasier

$490,000

close: 2750.02
Friends $425,000
Sourct: USA TODAY Snap.hot.
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close: 1330.97
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"To the press alone, chequered as
it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
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WEATHE
FRIDAY: Mostly cloudy,
high 81°F, low 60°F
SATURDAY: Mostly cloudy,
high 84°F, low 60°F
SUNDAY: Mostly cloudy,
high 82°F, low 59°F
MONDAY: Scattered T-storms,
high 79°F, low 63°F

CLASSIFIEDS
^ How to place a classified:
Come to The Breeze office
weekdays between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m.
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10
words, $2 for each additional
10 words; boxed classified,
$10 per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday
for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in
advance in The Breeze office.
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Art studio moved due to renovation
3

TEVEJANZEN
contributing writer

The walk between Zane Showker Hall
and Burruss Hall may seem like a trek for
some students, but now students taking
drawing or painting class this semester
have to travel even further for their classes.
Since Ashby Hall closed this fall for
renovations, the painting and drawing

studios located in its basement also
closed. The new home for these studios is
a renovated warehouse on South Main
Street, just under a mile from Duke Hall.
Now called the Painting and Drawing
Center (PDC), JMU leases the building
from David Driver, who owned
Mickormack grocery store in the space,
Director of Media Relations Fred Hilton
said.
Cole Welter, dean of the College of

STEVE JXNZEN/stqff photographer

There is now more room for easels to be scattered about since the PDC has been
relocated from the basement of Ashby Hall to South Main Street.

Arts, said JMU has leased the space for a
few years and was originally planned as a
new location for the sculpture studio,
which had outgrown its space in Harrison
Hall Annex. When the costs of this plan
proved too great, the university used the
warehouse for storage. Last spring, when
the college received short notice from
Steve Knickrehm, assistant vice president
of resource planning, that its Ashby studios would have to be relocated by fall,
the warehouse seemed a natural alternative, Welter said.
One of the most attractive features of
the PDC is the amount of space available.
The. center covers 7,500 square feet and
houses three studios, two for drawing
classes and one for painting. The Ashby
studio originally had about 2,000 square
feet of space and after renovations, it will
have half that space, Welter said.
The PDC also includes two restrooms,
storage space for class props (which were
formerly packed under a stairwell in
Ashby) and several rooms reserved for
graduate student use.
"The painting studio by itself is probably larger than the entire space we had in
Ashby," Welter said.
In spite of its less than convenient location, the PDC has been received with positive reviews. James Crable, School of Art
and Art History professor, who taught in
Ashby for almost 30 years, called the new
center, "a definite improvement.
"The students seem to like the fact that
we're close to Yee's Place, so they can get
Chinese take-out," he said.
Crable also cited the center's close
proximity to Purcell Park as a definite
advantage for his drawing classes.
Junior studio arts major Denver
Dorsing said, "Overall it is nice . . . the
new center is really big and spacious."
Welter said, "The new space is far
superior to Ashby. This is the first space
that I would consider to be really adequate in the history of the program.".
Students who have to get to the PDC

for classes have several options. The center boasts a large parking lot — free of
charge, although it isn't JMU-owned.
However, JMU receives an adequate
amount of spots for the students in return
for leasing the space.
For those without cars, there is a bike
rack or the bus option. And while the bus
may not be convenient now, the situation
should improve soon.
"We are currently working on revising
the bus schedule so that they run in closer
proximity to studio class times,"Welter
said.
Currently, Routes 4 and 5 go to the
PDC about twice an hour from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Although this space seems to be working out well, Welter said the location isn't
permanent.
"Ultimately, we'd like to move [the
studios] to their own building back on to
campus," he said. "I'm assuming we're
going to be there [at the PDC] until we are
able to build a new facility. It could be a
number of years."
Welter Said the PDC demonstrates
JMU's desperate need for more adequate
facilities for its arts program, a program
he described as "bursting at the seams."
He said there has been a 40 percent
growth in undergraduate art majors over
the last five years. In 1994, there were 314
art and art history majors are JMU (the
total enrollment for JMU was about
11,500) and now there are 450 majors,
with JMU having a total enrollment of
about 14,400, he said.
"We have one of the biggest art programs on the East Coast," Welter said. "It
would be nice to be able to meet the needs
of the students."
The ultimate decision to decide where
the arts facility will be would have to be
made by the administration and JMU
President Linwood Rose, Welter said.
The studio hours will be the same as
Ashby's were — 7 a.m. to 11 p.m., seven
days a week.

SGA to hold senator, class elections
Voting booths to be stationed on the commons, at CISAT, Zane Showker Hall
ORIESHOMPER
staff writer
The time has arrived to vote for the
1999-2000 student representatives.
The Student Government Association
will hold elections for senators and class
officers on Sept. 14.
There are positions open in both the
senate and class council. Candidates can
run for on-campus residence hall, off-campus, and Greek Row senator positions and
class council positions, SGA President
Austin Adams said.
Applications are available in the SGA
office in Warren Hall and are due back by
5 p.m. on Sept. 10.
The positions of president, vice president, treasurer and secretary for each class
are vacant, Adams said.
"Any full-time student at JMU can run
for elected positions," said Peter
Swerdzewski, SGA election chair.

However, there are some restrictions.
For senate positions, the student must run
for positions that correspond to where
they live.
If a student lives on campus, he or she
must run for their hall council senator
position. If the student lives off campus,
he or she must run through their academic
college, Swerdzewski said.
There are 13 senators in the College of
Arts and Letters, 11 that represent the
College of Business, five for the College of
Education and Psychology, eight for
CISAT and three for the College of
Science and Mathematics, SGA Vice
President Heather Herman said.
"A chemistry student who lives in
Hunter's Ridge would run through the
College of Math and Sciences. Only other
math and science majors would be able to
vote him or her into office," Swerdzewski
said.
For the class council positions, only

members of the candidates' class can vote
them into office, he said.
Voting for all positions will take place
on the commons, at CISAT and Zane
Showker Hall.
"Hopefully there will be a really good
turnout on election day," Herman said.
"We are hoping for a nice day because the
weather can really affect turnout."
Herman said SGA hopes to reach
about 10 to 15 percent of the student body
on election day. Last year, about 11 percent of the student body voted in fall elections, Herman said.
Fall elections are considered minor and
are often not as large as the major elections in the spring when the SGA executive council is elected, Swerdzewski said.
However, he said, this year promises to be
extra busy for two reasons.
First, the commons, the most popular
voting location, will have a JMU President
Linwood Rose impersonation contest

going on as part of pre-inauguration festivities while students are voting. Second,
the introduction of the new voting location at the CISAT college center should
attract more voters.
It's hard to know just how many people will run until all the applications come
in on Friday, Herman said.
The trends for class council positions
have remained the same in past years,
Swerdzewski said. Typically, three to five
students run for each of the freshman
class council positions. Freshman class
president is almost always the most contested. Last year, six freshmen ran, he
said.
"The class council positions for the
higher classes are not as contested because
past class council members often run for
the positions and almost scare away competition," Swerdzewski said.
The first SGA meeting will be held on
Sept. 21.
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Sun. Sept 12

Men. Sept 13

Toes. Sept 14

Wed. Sept 15

Thurs. Sept 16

Fri. Sept 17

Sat. Sept 18

Grits
Scrambled Eggs
Homefried Potatoes
Bacon
French Toast
Chicken Noodle Soup
Baked Ham
Scalloped Potatoes
Green Beans
Casablanca Staw
Couscous

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Chicken Nuggets
Sloppy Joe Sandwich
Macaroni & Cheese
Carrots
Lima Beans

Smoked Turkey Tortilla Soup

Cream ol Tomato Soup
Honey Mustard Chicken
Pork BBQ Sandwich
Roasted Red Potatoes
Onion Rings
Italian Mixed Vegetables

Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Roast Beel Sandwich
Turkey Broccoli Divan
Mashed Potatoes
Green Beans
Sesame Vegetables

Beel Vegetable Soup
Hard Shell Taco
Fish Sandwich
Spanish Rice
Corn
Ftefried Beans

Oatmeal
Scrambled Eggs
Hashbrown Potatoes
Bacon
French Toast
Maryland Clam Chowder
French Dip Sandwich
Mixed Vegetables

Vegetarian Sloppy Joes

Vagan Macaroni Dinner

Pasta and Vegetable
Casserole

Mexican Vegetables

9—n and chaut Enchilada

Mexican Fried Rice

MAMA MIA:

Lasagna w/ Meat Sauce
Spaghetti with Spinach
and Ricotta Sauce

Manicotti
Penne w/ Tomatoes
and Peppers

" Torlellini" with'Tomafo',''
Mushroom Sauce
Pasta with Creamy
Peas and Ham

Farfalle with
Mushroom Cacciatore
Calzone

Ravioli
Pasta with
Peas Tomatoes

Exhibition Salad:
Wrap:
Soup:

Oriental Chicken Salad
California Wrap
Chinese Noodle Soup

Caesar Salad
BBQ Beef Wrap
Garden Vegetable Soup

Mexican Com and Bum Soup

Spinach Salad
Italian Wrap
Zesty Minestrone Soup

Chicken Pasta Salad
Mexican Wrap
French Onion Soup

Grilled Chicken
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Turkey Burgers
Zucchini Strips

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Reuben

Veggie Burger
Tuna Melt

Grilled Chicken Breast
Popper

Turkey Burger
Grilled Turkey
on Italian Bread

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Cheese

Sweet A Sour Chicken
Shrimp Creole
Rice
Stir Fry Broccoli
Corn on Cob

Roast Turkey w/ Gravy
Garden Quiche
Mashed Potatoes
Green Beans
Cauliflower

Scrambled Eggs

Fried Chicken
BBQ Pork Ribs
Potatoes au Gratin
Roasted Root Vegetables
Zucchini Squash

Chicken Vegetable Stir Fry
Country Style Steak
Rice
Peas
Italian Green Beans

Cheese and Pepperoni Pizza

Four Bean Bake

Vegetarian Pasta

Vegetarian Cassoulet

Chili Con Corny

Egg Noodles

Zuni Stew

MAMA MIA:

Baked Cavatelli
Rotini w/
Broccoli and Tomatoes

Radiatore with Sweet
and Sour Onion Sauce
Stuffed Shells

Meatballs in Sauce
Spaghetti with
Parmesan and Peas

Baked Ravioli
Pasta with
Peas and Tomatoes

Cheesesleak Subs"
Beef and Chicken
Chicken Pot Pie
Potatoes au Gratin
Corn
Sauteed Onions
Sauteed Peppers

"Dinner with the

Roses"

Kidney and black beans combined with lime juice, yellow
and red onion, cilantro and a
dash of flavorful spices!

ScnmbM Eggt»' Ham « ChMM

Lemon Tyme Salmon
Oragne Honey Glazed
Chicken
Red Skinned Potatoes
Rice Pilal
Cranberry Glazed Carrots
Broccoli w/ Red Peppers
and much much more!
Linguini with
Garlic Cream Sauce

BAJA 13 IE AN
BONANZA!

Taco Salad
Small Turkey Wrap

Chinese Peppersteak
Rice
Hashbrown Potatoes
Bacon
Sausage Patty
Cinnamon Apples

Don't be another fish in the sea!
'dUiubtol* tO

make friends

lnstant,y

apply
O $ ro

For more information, stop by and see a
student manager at The Festival

o «/»

DOOR 4

The Festival Student Managers
MSC 4202

SUBS

fastest growing 540-568-2563 ~ 540-568-2565
d nn9

o n c ampusty

YOU &0TTH Ef\T h

$650

* Per

hour with

'

your
resume
.

highest
starting
wage on

Promotions ranging to $9.37!

* wage dependent of the completion of 100 hours each semester

FJkfiTJk SUB

GET YOUR 1999-00
JMU REUSABLE
MUG!
^

The JMU favorite with seasoned
chicken, guacamole, sour cream and
all the fixin's on fresh baked bread!

FREE TO ALL MEAL

PLAN PARTH •\\JVAi.

6" SUB S3.39

QJt}

AVAILABLE IN GIBBONS HALL,
INT. 2/3 OR 4/5, THROUGH FRIDAY, SEPT. 10.

4*9" SUB S5.49^

REDUCE * REUSE * RECYCLE!

\

ROLL UP %3.70

Chicken & Mushrooms
Egg Noodles
Broccoli
Succotash

DON'T HAVE A PLANT

'•w

MUOS ARE ONLY $2 AND CAN BE PURCHASED IN MANY Of
OUR OPERATIONS!

NEED
NUTRITION INFO?
Call Michele Cavoto. our staff
nutritionist at 568-3916.
Services are FREE to all
meal plan holders. Additional
information on menu items
can be obtained on the dining
services webpage:

www.jmu.edu/dining
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JMU's week-long party starts Monday
Several events precede JMU President Linwood Rose's inauguration
RICHARD SAKSHAUG
contributing writer

INAUGURATION WEEK STUDENT ACTlVlTIEf

On Sept. 17, JMU President Linwood
Rose will be inaugurated, and the week
leading up to the inauguration will be
filled with events honoring the historic
occasion.
The Inauguration Faculty Committee
and the Inauguration Student Committee
have been planning the events for several
months in order to make this a memorable week for the university.
Beginning Friday, a display called
"Inauguration: The JMU Tradition" will
be unveiled at Carrier Library and
remain available for viewing through
Sept. 24.

riGN A PIECE OF mrroRy...

MOM »/l J IHUI »/lt
IO.OOAM- 4:OOPM

WARREH porr

orr ICELOiiy

Students, welcome Dr. Rose to the presidency
in a way that will permanently endear you to the
1999 inaugural celebration
|Thc first 500 participants will receive a free limited edition pei
(compliments of the JMU Bookstore) to commemorate the event

TUE9/I4

FEELING PREf IDENTIAL?

II.JOAM
/TART TIME

£..«£

Prove It!
Dr. Rose Impersonation
Contest

Monday through Friday
Inauguration Week will run from
Monday until Friday. Students can show
their support for Rose by signing a greeting card that will be presented to him at
his inauguration ceremony. Students can
sign the card from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Thursday at the Warren
Hall Post Office.
The videos This is Madison, filmed in
the 1950s, and One Day, One University,
filmed in 1999, will be shown in Taylor
Down Under from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Monday through Thursday.

^

contact X3624 or mcclaijd@jmu.edu for more info £

TUII/14
5.00 *:OOPM

COME RNJOy DINNER WITH DR. 6. MRS. ROf C
You're in for a treat! Casually interact with Dr. and Mrs. Rose as
you enjoy a menu full of the Roses' favorite foods.

CIBIOHr HALL
mt/ir
10,00AM IJOOf*

Tuesday
A President Impersonation Contest
will be held in the commons. Jason
McClain, chair of the Inauguration
Student Committee, said that the event
will be a lot of fun.
"You can wear the clothes he wears or
walk the way he walks," he said.
McClain said prizes will be awarded
to the winners.
"You can win airline tickets to the fall
'99 JMU away football game in Maine, a
three-day presidential parking pass that
lets you park anywhere on campus, free
CDs from Plan 9 Music and gift certificates for restaurants like Ruby Tuesday's
and Luigi's," he said.

Prizes will be awarded

THICOMMOM/
(MArrOMnrovAU
THIATMir*AlMlMC>

QUAD

y

MAUCtH AXIOM WHK

IPtar*/ 0W*r
vfobiytttci

TH1IMAUGURATIOM CrRIMONX...
Come and participate in a rare moment of our University's
history. Celebrate the inauguration of our new president, as we
welcome the future of .lames Madison University together.
77«is is an event you can't miss!
There are many exciting events happening during this week, so
to be sure vou won't miss a thing, we've put all the events on line
WWW.JMU.IDU/IVlHTf

VARIOUS LOCATIONS

To find out more about the rules, the
prizes and how to enter the contest, go to
www.jmu.edu/services/Activities.html or
contact him at x3624 or by e-mail at
mcclaijd@jmu.edu.

Wednesday
There will be a special dinner with
Rose and his wife, Judith, in D-hall from 5

to 8 p.m. The night features a special
menu of the Roses' favorite foods, as well
as an opportunity for students to talk with
the president and first lady.
Several notable alumni are coming to
JMU to honor the school and its fifth
president and to be a part of special
panels.
The alumni panels will be held in the
University Center from 1:30 to 3 p.m. on

Monday and at Burruss 44 from 7 to 8:30
p.m. Alumni will be able to talk about
how their experiences at JMU impacted
their professional and personal lives.
Alumni panel members include
Philip Bigler, winner of the 1998
Teacher of the Year award; Judith
Moon, press secretary for the American
Foreign Service in Khazahkstan; and
Tim Craigman, an expert financial
manager.
Jane Halonen, chair of the Faculty
Inauguration Committee, was impressed
by the positive response from the alumni
when they were asked to be a part of the
inauguration events.
"They were all willing to come for the
panels," she said. Halonen said the panels are a great opportunity for JMU students. "Students can see how [the
careers] might be interesting when
they're in the alum's shoes. The panel
will also discuss current issues at JMU,
including the teaching excellence that
JMU is known for, information technology and global curriculum."

Friday
The Inauguration Ceremony will be
held on the Quad, and it's being planned
as a landmark event in JMU's history,
especially since this will be only the fifth
presidential inauguration in the history of
the university.
The procession will feature 93 international flags from the different nations that
the students and faculty of JMU represent.
Rose's address will be directed to
the entire JMU community about
where he sees JMU today and where it
is going.
Barbara Castello, chair of the
Committee on the Inauguration, said that
the Inauguration Ceremony will be a
statement of the institution.
"This is about the faculty and their
accomplishments, our fantastic students,
the university and what it has become
and where our president sees it going,"
she said. "We are celebrating our past and
looking to the future."

Greeks try new tactic with 'Recruitment'
3

HALON LESTER
contributing writer

The event formerly known
as "sorority rush," now being
called "women's recruitment"
will take place this week as 530
women participate in the
annual membership drive
hosted by JMU's
nine
Panhellenic sororities.
Sheila Williams, Greek Life
coordinator, said the National
Panhellenic Council wanted JMU
to use the term "women's recruitment" instead of "rush" from now
on. Williams said there are fewer
women participating in recruitment this year man last.
Stacey Wright, vice president
of recruitment, said women's

recruitment began yesterday [the freshmen] together because matched with each sorority's ri't seem to be any other options
with an informational meeting they usually have more questions ranking of the potential new for moving it."
William said any potential
members.
for all potential new members, or and concerns," Williams said.
new
members who have a conWilliams
said
the
majority
of
Kristin
Radcliffe,
associate
rushees. "Potential new memflict
related
to Rosh Hashanah
^^
women
who
participate
in
bers" had the chance to ^___^__^_^_______^^_^__
recruitment eventually were told yesterday at the informeet with their Rho Chi, a
u
receive a bid, but couldn't mational meeting to inform her
disaffiiiated member of
It s a great experience,
Rho Chi.
provide specific numbers.
>>
one of the nine sororities
j
>
; j
"They are being helped on an
Wright
said,
"It's
a
great
who provides support for £V£ft if yOU UOn t pledge.
individual
basis," Williams said.
experience,
even
if
you
women during the recruitStacey Wright don't pledge."
Any woman who misses a round
ment process. Each Rho
Vice President of Recruitment
Recruitment
was due to Rosh Hashanah will be
Chi leads a group of
automatically forwarded to the
unknowingly
scheduled
potential new members
next round.
this
year
during
the
Jewish
holidirector of student organization
from round to round.
The nine single-sex Panhellenic
day
of
Rosh
Hashanah,
which
services,
said
"the
recruitment
Williams said there are 40 Rho
sororities
at JMU are Alpha Chi
begins
Friday
at
sundown
and
process
is
a
mutual
process
Chi groups this year, with
Omega, Alpha Phi, Alpha Sigma
approximately 13 women in each between the ladies and the chap- lasts all day Saturday.
Williams said, "It was just an Alpha, Alpha Sigma Tau, Delta
group. Williams said that they ters." After every round, the
oversight.
. . But with the presi- Delta Delta, Delta Gamma, Sigma
tried to put freshmen and upper- potential new members will rank
dent's
inauguration
and other Kappa, Sigma Sigma Sigma and
the
sororities
using
scantron
classmen in separate groups.
dates
coming
up,
there
just did- Zeta Tau Alpha.
sheets.
The
results
are
then
'Typically, we'll try to group
■«...

.......
1..«..

...
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Taking the bus
Students deal with crowded Harrisonburg Transit system
to avoid paying for parking stickers and finding a space
ARAH SUMMERS
contributing writer
Students
clamor
onto
the
Harrisonburg Transit buses day and
night, inhaling exhaust fumes and other
not-so-delightful aromas (such as the four
or five armpits that hang in one's face as
students cling to the poles to avoid falling
into the laps of the lucky students who
have actually found empty seats). Packed
like sardines, breathing down each others'
necks, students anxiously wait until the
squeal of the bus' tires will grind to a halt
and they can squirm their way off the bus,
onto solid ground and into the open air.
Buses have seemed much more crowded this year, and one potential explantion
for the increase in riders could be the
increase in the price of parking stickers
this year. When students riding the bus
were asked if they thought the increase in
parking sticker price was one of the reasons that buses were so crowded this year,
most students agreed.
"Yes, the new ticket price has to do
with the overcrowding of buses because
people just don't want to pay for it," said
junior Kristen Petro.
Sophomore Gail Miller said, "Yes, the
increased parking ticket price is definitely
one of the reasons the buses are overcrowded this year. That's why I am riding the bus!"
Junior Nichelle Allen said, "No one is
going to fork over that much money, we
are college students!"
Although the climb in the parking
sticker price was the largest contributing
factor to the increase of bus-riders, according
to students traveling via
Harrisonburg Transit on Tuesday, it was
not the only reason riders offered for the
overcrowding.
Some students said they paid for a
parking sticker, only to find there was no

CINDY TlNKERJsluff pholonrapher

At Godwin bus stop, students form a line to board the Inner-campus shuttle. The shuttle is often full as it travels throughout
JMU and is frequently used by students who live on the CISAT campus.

When asked at what times the buses
were the most crowded, morning was the
typical response.
"Mornings are much worse than afternoons," said senior Whitney Bloxom.
However, several students said late
afternoon was also a common time for
overcrowding.
Almost all students interviewed
agreed that more buses should be distributed to the stops during high volume
times, specifically mornings, around 9
a.m. and 3 to 4 p.m., when students are
trying to get home from classes,
" Yes, we need more buses, especially
during mornings and afternoons when
kids are coming on and off-campus," said
a Harrisonburg Transit bus driver who
wanted his name to be kept anonymous.
"We pack 'em on!"
Though one bus driver agreed with
students regarding having more buses
during key times of the day, other drivers
interviewed thought the system was
working just fine.
"It takes about a week or so to see
which routes people are going to ride,
etc," Harrisonburg Transit bus driver
Dick Coakley said. "There is no need
for more buses because we have
school buses helping us out during
busy times."
Harrisonburg Transit bus driver
Ashby Jackson said he thought the current system was working quite well."
The bus service is very good because
CINDY TKiKEfUstaffphotographer
once they find out that we are crowded,
With all available seats filled, several students are forced to stand for the bus ride
they send a second bus right away. It
to campus.

available parking for them anyway.
Sophomore John Sentz said, "I bought
a sticker and I still can't park anywhere."
Sophomore Katie Young said, "The
rise in parking sticker price is one of the
reasons the buses are so crowded this
year. I paid for it, though, and I still
have to ride the bus because I can't find
anywhere to park. It is ridiculous!"
Junior April Gamble said, "The ticket
price was a contributing factor but parking availability has a lot to do with it. The
elimination of parking spots, such as the
lot in front of Zane Showker, has also
contributed to the overcrowding."

takes one minute maybe, before another
bus can get to the crowded stop."
Harrisonburg Transit bus driver
Hubert Leary, who has been driving
buses for the Harrisonburg Transit since
1987, said the buses were a little worse
than last year, as far as overcrowding
went, but that a solution is coming.
"More buses are coming. They won't be
here this year, though," he said.
Although most students agreed that
the overcrowded buses were a problem
this year, some students thought it wasn't.
Overcrowding is not a problem
when she gets on the bus said junior
Maureen Odenwelder.
Sophomore Dave Mills said, "The
overcrowding is no worse than last year."
Freshman Johnathon Newman said,
"The bus was pretty smooth every time
I have been on it."
To sum up the bus dilemma into one
phrase is to say that the bus system is a
"work in progress." As the year forges
on, the drivers and the Harrisonburg
Transit will continue to strive to accommodate students' needs, such as calling
for buses if a certain stop is too full.
"It is worth it to ride the bus, instead
of fighting for parking and then walking a mile," said junior Meaghan Wilds.
So for now, students, climb aboard
your crammed buses and take in the
perfume of your neighbor. Hold on to
those bars and take advantage of the
crowded buses to meet your fellow students. You never know who you might
meet on the bus.
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Inflation studied by task force;
report is being reviewed now
INFLATION, from page 1
on the task force.
"One question is, are we grading responsibly, or do we
have better students?" Prodoehl said.
Issues discussed in the meetings
focused on analysis of undergraduate ^~™——"
data including withdrawal rates, median
GPA for each semester and comparison
across multiple sections of the same
course.
The report also outlines studying the
effect of plus/minus grading, and the
impact of using credit/no credit instead
of letter grades in areas such as labs and
practicums.
"The report is not a recommended list
of binding principles about grading," said
Charles Blake, associate professor of political science, representing the College of Arts and Letters.
"It is a road map of concerns that any university should
pay attention to in carrying out its grading responsibilities," he said.

Blake said, "Assigning grades is the responsibility and
the prerogative of the faculty."
As of now, the committee has not set any dates for follow-up meetings. "There is no timetable set to sponsor
more formal solutions," Gonzalez said.
"Right now we are going to take this
time to accumulate and evaluate data in
order for us to become more informed to
make suggestions later on," she said.
Given the limited amount of time the
task force had to discuss inflation, Gonzalez said she was pleased about the positive response she received.
"It was definitely an enriching stimulus
for both formal and informal discussion,
Charles Blake and I commend the group that I worked
Task force member with on the subject," she said.
Grade inflation is not viewed as a huge
problem at JMU, Gonzalez said.
about evaluation expectations.
But she notes, "Students value a rigorous academic
"We should not mandate a single grading system
throughout the whole university," Gonzalez said. "We are experience when a faculty member expects a lot out of
them."
just generating thought throughout the faculty."

The task force discussed what grades meant to them,
asking themselves how to define average or satisfactory
work.
Questions were also posed concerning the need for consistency in grading and the need to be clear with students

It is a road map of concerns that any university
should pay attention to in carrying out its grading
responsibilities.'

Glitch creates
test problems
GLITCH, from page 1
ner said the computer database
was responsible for recording all
of the test scores. When many
students took the test at the same
time, the database was flooded
with too many updates.
"In all fairness to the company,
it was a problem with Microsoft's
Access database that caused
this," Brunner said.
Brunner said a way to work
around the problem was to split
the database over two servers, so
that the updates were going to
two separate places instead of
one. However, it had taken so
long for them to realize the problem that it was too late to act.
Halpern said as soon as the
problem was determined the
problem was determined, they
began splitting students into
smaller groups. Many students
were unable to complete the
exams due to a lack of time.
"This was very frustrating to
the students and to us," Halpern
said.
Brunner said after the results
of the assessment tests were compiled, 200 students had not taken
the knowledge section of Tech
Level one, about 1,500 hadn't
taken the Microsoft Word section
and about 1,100 hadn't taken the
Microsoft Power Point section.
All three sections of the test must
be taken before a freshman has
officially completed the test.
Brunner said freshmen have
been scheduled to either take or

retake the exams between September 6 and 22.
"If their scheduled time conflicts with a class, it's not an
excuse to miss class," said Tony
Erin, director of assessment and
research. "They can simply call
and reschedule their exam time."
The entire exam takes about
an hour and a half to complete
and is done entirely on a computer.
"This is a little irritating to
me," freshman Lauren Eckert
said. "I was shocked when my
adviser told me I had to take the
Microsoft Word section over
again. I though I had done pretty
well on it."
Brunner said JMU plans to use
the same software next year, but
that they will switch to a different
database that doesn't have the
same limitations as the Microsoft
product.
"This is a new product," Brunner said. "And as with any new
product there are bound to be
bugs and teething problems."
Brunner said that aside from
the University of Texas at Arlington, JMU was the first to use technology testing.
"CNN just did a piece on the
software at the University of
Texas-Arlington," Brunner said,
"It's very advanced, we just need
to work out the kinks."
Halpern said since this year's
problem has been pinpointed,
this situation won't happen again
next year.

POUCE LOG, from page 2
non-student were instructed to
leave the facility because of
unacceptable behavior.
Recovered Stolen Property
• A green Giant MTX 225
mountain bike, serial number
CB8B4616 was recovered at
the northeast comer of Z-lot on
Sept. 4 at 3:35 a.m.
The article was reported
stolen to the Harrisonburg Police
Department on July 28.
Number of parking tickets issued
between Aug. 30 and Sept. 6:
1,238
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 28:2

WANT TO
WRITE
FOR THE
BREEZE
NEWS
SECTION?
CALL
X6699.

Admissions filled
on interin basis
with McConnell
ADMISSIONS, from page 1

McConnel's campus life duties,
tor of admissions and which include budgeting
responsibility and supervising
McConnel accepted.
It is not certain how long facilities management, he said.
"She would take on the lion's
McConnel will be interim
admissions director, but share of what I did before, but
McConnel and Warner agreed not 100 percent," he said.
McConnel said he would still
that the search should not be
be
available if emergencies
rushed.
"If there's the right person, it came up related to his prior
could be as early as Novem- duties.
McConnel said Michael Way,
ber," McConnel said. "We cert h e
t a i n 1 y ___^^___^^_
director
don't
of judiwant to
cial
rush the
affairs,
process."
will now
report
directly
said, "It
yy
to Rick
might be
Larson,
two
Mark
Warner
the assomonths,
vice
president
for
student
affairs
c
i a t e
it might
vice
be
six
p resimonths, and Jim knows that."
McConnel said yesterday dent of student affairs. Prior to
that it was too early to tell if he McConnel's move to interim
would make any changes in his director of admissions, Way
temporary position as director reported to McConnel.
The search committee for the
of admissions.
admissions
director will meet
"The main thing I want to do
is provide support at the direc- today and continue to evaluate
tor level so they [the admissions the 30 applicants for the position.
staff] can do their jobs," he said.
Barnes said the eight-person
McConnel's move to interim
committee
includes students
admissions director leaves
and
faculty
as
well as represenMaggie Burkhart Evans, director of residence life, with addi- tatives from admissions and
tional responsibilities, since she athletics.
will be responsible for some of

It might he two
months, it might he six
wamer months, and Jim knows
that.
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Organization fair should be more often
As usual, last Tuesday's student organization fair
seemed to be a huge success. From 5 until 8 p.m., the
commons was flooded with students looking to get involved on
and around campus.
This fair, which occurs once a
year, is a great opportunity for
people to see what's out
there, to join groups and
to get involved. In the
past, the fair has been
highly productive and
recruited students of all
ages for campus activities.
However, to be even more
effective, the fair should be
held once every semester.
Upon arrival at JMU, many
freshmen find themselves overwhelmed by the prospects of
meeting new people, being away
from home and adjusting to classes. For many, first semester is not
the time to add extracurricular
activities to their schedules.
However, by second semester,
life has often settled down to the
point where an additional activity or two is welcomed.

In addition, students of all
years often cannot participate in
the organization of their choice
because of conflicting obligations
or rough course loads.
They might have more free
time at a later date but unfortunately, for some, the idea of joining a group that is already orga-

licize their meetings and encourage people to join at any time,
Nevertheless, flyers and posters
are often overlooked and students still might be too intimidated to take that first step of going
to a meeting,
This is a shame since being a
member of various campus organizations is an important
part of college life.
Not only does it give students something to put on
their resumes, it provides
opportunities to make
friends, explore interests
or build a strong professional base.
Recruitment on a larger
scale, such as the fair could help
solve this problem since students
would know for sure that they
wouldn't be the only new member in a group,
Instituting an organizational
fair at the beginning of each
semester would not only
increase participation in campus
activities, it would also help students find places where they
belong at JMU.

"However, to be even
more effective, the fair
should be held once
every semester "
nized is too daunting.
Therefore, they choose to wait
until the next year before pursuing their interests, depriving
them of time in a group they
might truly enjoy.
The same problem applies to
transfer students who want to get
involved but don't feel comfortable joining an organization halfway through the year. Of course,
most campus organizations pub-

Topic: What has been your most random D-hall experience?

CAMPUS
SPOTLIGHT

XRIS THOMASIcontribuling photographer

"Freshman year
when a guy
streaked D-hall."

Becky Miller
junior, history

"One time I saw
a girl put three
Snoopy bars in
her mouth at
once."

Kimberly Eaton
sophomore, English

"When I got
knocked off the
stage
while
singing 'Baby
Got Back' during
karaoke."
Jay Carpenter
junior, SMAD

"I saw a girl try
and steal a full
set of dinner
ware,
food
included."

Mike Andrews
graduate student, CPSY
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OP/ED
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Alum disappointed with
Matthews' attitude toward
The JMU/Tech football game
To the Editor

Coaches should instill confidence, teach
the game and motivate their teams,
right? And won't a great coach build the
seemingly perfect game plan against
any opponent, mighty or weak?
Sometimes, David beats Goliath.
Evidently, new Dukes Coach Mickey
Matthews never read that story.
Matthews last week embarrassed
me, my former university and its alumni, not to mention a football program
that made the Division I-AA playoffs
only four short seasons ago.
1 bragged for months how my
Dukes would give nationally-ranked
Virginia Tech a run for their money. With all
that offensive firepower coming, I knew
we'd put points on the board.
Then, my Tech-following friends read me
this great news: Matthews was telling newspapers he wished JMU had never scheduled
the game. The only positive, according to
Mickey Mouth, was the $125,000 guarantee.
There's nothing like getting excited for a
game, only to have your team's coach tell
you they planned to lose.
No wonder JMU looked so sloppy on the

field Saturday. Charles Berry could barely
get in the pocket without falling down.
Penalty flags flew all over the place. But
how is a team supposed to look sharp and
play well when its own coach said it
couldn't win?
Then, in The Roanoke Times the following
day, Matthews had the following to say:

And all of the Tech fans who one minute
earlier sat in stunned silence were now cackling with glee.
Talk about embarrassing. The run-upthe-gut call on third-and-50 provided the
icing on the pathetic cake.
James Madison officials should look long
and hard at Matthews' comments and conduct from the past few weeks.
Is this the coach we want representing the school while it pushes for a
new stadium, or stadium expansion,
and an eventual move to Division I-A
status? Hey Mickey, that's why we
were playing Virginia Tech.
Plus, it's a local rival, one that
students and fans alike actually
care about.
We need a coach that will lead, not
demean, his own program.
We need a coach that inspires his
troops
instead
of counting them out. It's
"The deciding moment of this football game
was the day we signed the contract (to play). cliche, but JMU needs a coach that can
I don't think there was ever a time in carry the football program into the next
the ball game where we felt (we could millennium.
So far, it doesn't look like Matthews can
compete). They're just a lot better than us.
get
his team two hours down Interstate 81
We could have played for a month and
without
becoming the laughing stock of
not scored."
Never mind that JMU almost scored first the state.
in the game. Curtis Keaton, who played his
butt off the entire game, ran JMU to the
John Taylor
Tech 16-yard line. But two sacks and two
Class
of 1997
penalties nullified that, leaving the Dukes
Warrenton,
Va.
with a third-and-50 situation.
Darts & Pats are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a space available basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

DARTS
&PAT
Dart...
A"you-might-as-welI-take-away-the-air-Ibreathe" dart to vending services for taking Mr. Pibb
out of the can vending machines on campus.
Sent in by a non-coffee drinking student who now
will have to find another way to make it through the
days and nights on limited sleep.

i£L i —

A "good-luck-and-have-fun" pat to all sororities
as we head into our busy recruitment schedule.
Sent in by the sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha who
know it's going to be a great year.

Did your roommate do
something that really
made you mad?
Did that special
someone surprise you
with your favorite
flowers?
Get it out of your
system and let the
rest of campus know
by sending a Dart or
a Pat!"
Don't know how???
Come down to The
Breeze office in
Anthony-Seeder or
call x3846 and we'll
tell you!

Dart...
A "some-of-us-like-to-sleep" dart to the guy who
decided that 7 a.m. is a good time to cut the grass
outside my window.
Sent in by an angry student who has an alarm
clock and doesn 7 need you to wake her up.

Dart...

Dart...

A "we-want-our-Old-Bay" dart to the Festival for
taking away the crab seasoning from their French
fries.
Sent in by a group of hungry students who love
Old Bay and wish you would bring it back.

A "shut-up-already" dart to the blonde airhead
who sits in front of the class and never stops
answering questions.
Sent in by your entire business class, which
wants you to know that speaking in class should be
used to express knowledge, not earn paper money.

g£L I...

A "we-won-halftime" pat to the Marching Royal
Dukes who once again proved they're second to
none at the JMU/Va. Tech football game.
Sent in by a JMU alumnus who was proud of his
school, regardless of the score.

I it l...
A "thank-you-so-much" pat to Sgt. Danny
Whetzel for doing a great job in finding my 8-yearold son's brand new mountain bike in the woods of
Z-Lot.
Sent in by a mom who hopes that the bum that
stole it and broke her son's heart will never be
blessed with any children.
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If you want to get ahead,
put the right people beside you.

We're searching (or people who want to move forward. Faster. Care to join us?

Consultants
At Ernst & Young, we've created an environment where
talented people work together to bring out the best in each
other - and in our clients. Individually and as part of a
team, Ernst & Young consultants are influencing industries,
envisioning strategies, incorporating new technologies,
and designing the solutions that deliver value. These
achievements have made us a leading worldwide
professional services firm, serving Fortune 500 clients.

Meet with Ernst & Young
on Campus
James Madison University
9/13 - Information Session
Sonner Hall Reception Room
5:30 - 7:30pm

Ernst & Young was named one of the 100 Best Companies

9/14 • Resume Drop Date

To Work For in a survey published by FORTUNE*
magazine, and offers a dynamic work environment, a
competitive salary and a comprehensive benefits package.
For immediate consideration, please forward your resume
and salary requirements to: Ernst & Young LLP, DepL
16896, 113 Terrace Hall Avenue, Burlington, MA

9/23 - Opportunities 1999 Career Fair
Convocation Center
1:00 - 5:00 pm
10/6 • On Campus Interview Day

01803; Fax ToH Free to: 1-877-4EY^OBS; or e-mail: depLl6896@eycareers.com. Visit our Web site at
www.ey.com. Ernst & Young LLP, an equal opportunity employer, values the diversity of our work force
and the knowledge of our people.

=!l ERNST &YOUNG
1
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"Bring this Ad in for a $25.00 Hiring Bonus !

'PAYDAY EVERY FRIDAY
*VERY FLEXIBLE HOURS
*WORK FROM 4-20 OR MORE A WEEK
*MAKE FROM $6.00-$8 00/HR
*BUILD YOUR RESUME
*OFF EVERY HOLIDAY A
BREAK (unless you want to work)

AES Temporary Services
370-C Neff Ave

£25
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TALK TO A
LIVE PSYCHIC
* Love
* Money
* Relationships
* Success
* Unique Psychic Vision

433-9033

AVAILABLE 24 HOURS
A DAY TO HELP YOU.
Find out what Hie hes in slow
for you. Live Psychic Advisor
knows you, knows all, reunites
lovers. Clear answep Irom
caring people.

We understand students
schedules and needs!
Come by and apply today!

Our customers uftieirt incredible!!!

1-900-484-0022 ExtTfob
$399 par rrrfn. - II* KCO. Orlando. Ft
feucntona Phona

The ONLY job to hove in the 'BUR61

NOW ONLY $99
DIGITAL PHONE AND UP TO
50 MINUTES OF PCS SERUICE
All PAID UP AND READY TO GO.

Qe@Q(fi)®@
Only the area's largest
digital neiworn can otter
Prepaid digital PCS and a
wireless phone tor just $90.
Now, Intelos Express is just $99. Enjoy
PrePaid digital PCS service, a digital phone
and up to 50 minutes* of talk time with no
contract, credit check or security deposit.
Plus, you get static-free calling, complete
privacy and Voice Mail with Notification.
So see your local CFW Intelos store or
participating agent, today.

Jim Melton's
Jerky Shoppe
HOME MADE JERKY
AT ITS FINEST
All Natural
No Preservatives
Da\ton Farmer's Market
3105 John Wayland Highway
l)a\ton, VA 22821
540-879-2990

Breatno contract ir
credit chick.

Steaks, Ribs, Salads,
CFW Intelos Store Locations:
CFW Intelos
600 University Blvd., Suite A, 432-6353

CFW Intetos
Valley Mall, 432-6353
Also available through
authorized agents:
C Com, 438-9888

GFWInielos

Port RD Texaco, 433-8559
Riley's Electronics, 434-3672
Superior Sound, Rt.11,564-1944

•••►

More ways to bring more people together
Security Systems •Internet • Long Distance • Cable TV • Cellular • Digital PCS

Best Barbecue Ribs, in the
Valley
Mon-Sat 4-10 pm
Sun 11:30-10 pm
Sunday Brunch 11:30- 3:00 pm

LIVE JAZZ
Every Wednesday Night
":30 - 10:30

Visit us on the web: www.intelos.com

Quality handset provided by ® LG
Telephone Services • Paging • Voice Mail • Business Systems

Sandwiches, Pasta, Seafood,
Fresh Baked Bread

Son* restrictions apply Sea store for details
'Applies to calls within the Intelos digital coverage araa

1 Mill Street • Staunton, VA

(540) 886-0656

v.
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Wachovia Bank, N.A. is a member FDIC. Accounts subject to approval. Wachovia Bank, N.A. imposes a fee for the use of non-Wachovia ATMs.
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'Nordic Man'
to 'groove*
at Dance Fest
Hummel ('96), returns to
Harrisonburg with her company to premiere her new choreoShowcasing six different graphic work "Down a Small
pieces, this weekend's Fourth Road." Hummel said she is
Annual New Dance Festival excited to be back in the 'Burg
offers a noteworthy opportuni- and that she is having "fun
ty for the JMU community to working with the faculty in a
enjoy a professional evening of new way."
innovative dances.
Donna Castell ('%), a member
The Thompson & Trammell of HomeGrown Danceworks,
Dance Foundation, in conjunc- along with Hummel, have staged
tion with the
"Had You Been Here" for
Thompson &
JMU School of
Theatre
and FOURTH ANNUAL NEW Trammell
Duet
Dance, presents
DANCE FESTIVAL
Company.
the Festival in
Latimer-Shaeffer WHO: Performances by Cynthia
Theatre in Duke HomeGrown Danceworks, Thompson, coMeriam Rosen, JMU faculty founder of the
Hall.
and alumnae.
In addition to WHERE: Latimer-Shaeffer Thompson &
Trammell
JMU's
own Theatre, Duke Hall.
Shane O'Hare WHEN: Tomorrow and Dance
Foundation,
Solo
Dance Saturday.
said, "It is a
Company and TIME: 8 p.m.
Thompson & ADMISSION: Available at the very emotional
The
Trammell duet Harrison Hall Box Office today piece.
company, this and tomorrow from 1 to 5 p.m. choreography
year's festival $10 general admission and $6 deals with love
includes special for senior citizens, children and violence
and is very
participation by and JAC card holders.
sorrowful."
HomeGrown MORE INFO: Call 568-7000.
Thompson
Danceworks, a
Trammell
prepared
modern dance company based &
in New York City, and Meriam "Groove," for HomeGrown
Rosen, a dance professor at the Danceworks members to perform, completing a bi-directionUniversity of Maryland.
HomeGrown Danceworks' al artistic exchange. There will
Artistic Director Shannon be a variety of styles in this perARIADNE GERLING
contributing writer

MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/wmor photographer

The Fourth Annual New Dance Festival showcases six pieces composed by JMU almunae, JMU
faculty and a dance professor from the University of Maryland.

formance, with works that are
purely movement based, though
most are a mixture of movement
and theatrical entertainment.
Each individual choreographer
has created dances that have
their own language and the
New Dance Festival is the place
to enjoy this diversity of movement and creativity.
Three unusual and curious
works of choreographer O'Hare
complete the festival each with
a different spin. "'Nordic Man'
is a comic solo about modern

man and his obsession with his
body," O'Hare said with an
enigmatic smile, keeping his
choreography secret.
Rosen will perform again
after being off stage for many
years. "Seeing a person over
the age of 50 dancing is a
change from the expected [professional] performer whose age
ranges from 18 to 25," O'Hare
said about Rosen performing
his work entitled "Locked In."
The
closing
piece,
"Inventory," deals with a set of

ordinary objects that are off balance and the "upheaval of life."
An open discussion panel
will follow Friday's performance
and Saturday's performance is
dedicated to JMU President
Linwood Rose and his wife.
Admissions for the New
Dance Festival is $10 general
and $6 for senior citizens, children and JAC card holders.
Tickets are available at the
Harrison Hall Box Office,
which is open Monday through
Friday from 1 to 5 p.m.

Zirkle artists display their faith
said he achieves his textures by past two years, when he
first dripping a layer of latex began his life with Christ.
Call describes his works as,
house paint onto the masonite
Two JMU seniors, through board. He then outlines his com- "a look into my life." He said
completely different and unique position and paints in the color some parts are purposefully
painting styles, take an entirely using strictly palette knives. made difficult to read so the
viewer will,
different approach to their art to "You can't cre"look harder,"
convey what they value most in ate a line like
and hopefully
this," he said.
life — their faith in Christ.
ZIRKLE HOUSE
"ask questions
Z i r k le ' s
Nick Alexander's show, "No
EXHIBITS
about
their
more Night" is on display in the other gallery
Zirkle House Artworks gallery. artist uses a dif- WHO: Nick Alexander and own lives."
Call said he
The bright colors and large size ferent approach John Call
WHERE:
Zirkle House
of Alexander's paintings grab to share his (across from the Quad on was reluctant
to display his
the viewer's attention the Christian faith.
South Main Street).
personal jourJohn Call's WHEN: Now until Sept. 17.
moment they step into the room.
With a quick glance around 10 works are TIME: Mon. through Thursday, nals at first,
the gallery, the viewer notices a almost exclu- noon to 5 p.m.; Fri. and Sat., but found "disclosure is the
clear repetition of shapes sively oil and noon to 4 p.m.
best way to
throughout the works: crowns, ink on can- ADMISSION: Free.
reach people."
flowers and beaming orange vas, and share
The Zirkle
suns. Each shape helps unite the the common
House
galleries
are
right across
image
of
a
light,
"V"
shaped
works under Alexander's theme
space that tears into a dark from the Quad on South Main
of "crowns, glory and life."
Street. Gallery hours are 12 to 5
Closer inspection reveals the background.
The artist fills this space p.m. Monday through Thursday,
artist's unique style of painting.
Each work is highly textured with words written in ink. and noon to 4 p.m. Friday and
and filled with rough lines that The words are taken mostly Saturday. Both shows will run
give a lively quality. Alexander from Call's journals over the through Sept. 17.
STEVEJANZEN
staff writer

STEVE JANZEN/Jto/Tphotographer

Senior Nick Alexander creates textures by dripping a latex house
paint layer onto the masonite board before he paints.
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Crutchfield — home of America's premier audio/video catalog:
■ the widest selection of car stereo, home audio,
video and home theater components
■ virtually every major brand from AR to Yamaha
■ knowledgeable, no-pressure sales assistance

■ free technical support, 7 days a week
• 30-Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee
■ a huge catalog Outlet department for
even bigger savings

Outlet Department Specials - Big savings on returns
and close-outs from our national catalog business.

Full range Hatchback/SUV system
from Rockford Fosgate

All Outlet components come with a 30-Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee and the full manufacturer's
warranty. All returned equipment is carefully tested for quality and performance before being released to
the Outlet. Quantities are limited, but the overall selection is huge!

An excellent one-step speaker solution tor hatchbacks and
sport utilities. Dual Punch wooters for explosive bass
• piezo tweeters tor bright highs • power 20 to
200 watts. Model BTR-1212

*f£Q95 $11$KCEfiwiN.VEGAl2»CarSubvifoofer
For sealed box enclosures • extra-long throw suspension for high output and deep bass extensions
• inter-locked Kevlar and hardwood pulp cone for fast response and natural sound. Model VEGA124

$24Q95 *-[$$** PANASONIC In-Dash CD Player
Detachable faceplate for security • wireless remote control • anti-shock 10-second memory
buffer • Alphatuner V AM/FM tuner • 21 watts x 4 channel built-in power. Model CQ-DPG590

195
$23g95 S-[%$^
BAZ00KA RS Series Bass Tubes

S3999'

Puts out serious bass to enhance your car stereo system • 10" woofer • sleek, streamlined design
with gold-plated 5-way binding posts • handles up to 250 watts. Model RS104

PANASONIC bookshelf-sized home theater system
It's a music and movie system. Built-in Dolby Pro Logic decoding • 5 speakers • full-featured 5-disc CD
changer • dual auto-reverse cassette deck • AM/FM tuner • Acoustic Image equalizer lets you tailor the
sound according to what you're listening to • aux input • remote control. Model SC-AK57

T99!5

$

39995v.AR Tower Loudspeakers

Save 20% to 50% on ALL tower loudspeakers in the Outlet This model: 3-way acoustic suspension speaker with 1" tweeter, dual 5%" midranges and 10" side-firing woofer. Model 310
$

349L95 *279F KENWOOD MiniDisc Player/Recorder

Jog dial for quick track access and titling of discs and songs • headphone output with volume
control • remote control • DRIVE circuitry for lower D/A conversion distortion. Model 1050MD
$

299f

S

239K TECHNICS Dolby Digital-ready Receiver

Dolby Digital ready 6-channel inputs • Dolby Pro Logic decoding built in • dedicated subwoofer
output • user-friendly HELP system for diagnosing set-up and use problems. Model SA-AX720
$

S3499

t99f *"\59F TECHNICS 110-Disc CD Jukebox

SONY home and portable MiniDisc package special
You get a home player/recorder, shock-resistant portable player with headphones, 2 blank MDs, and an
optical digital cable for a super-clean connection to your CD player — all at one low price. MDBUND6

Store and play up to 100 CDs • quick-play single slot for that new CD you just gotta hear now • easy
disc titling from the remote control • organize CDs with 5 user-defined groups. Model SL-MC6
$

499?5

195

%

3A9^ SONY ES 5-Disc CD Changer

The no-compromise choice in CD changers • smooth, deep bass using Sony's Current Pulse D/A converter • CD text capability • anti-resonant front panel • remote with volume. Model CDP-CA80ES

*T49!5

$

119* SONY Powered Home Subwoofer

Space-saving size • frequency response: 28-200Hz • 60 watt amp built-in • continuously variable
crossover from 50 to 200Hz • speaker-level and preamp-inputs. Model SA-W305

Save $150!
95

S649

YAMAHA Dolby Digital and DTS for high-end home theater
Treat yourself to superior sound quality, plenty of reserve power, and Yamaha's exclusive Cinema DSP surround effects. Plenty of digital and analog inputs to cover now and the future. Model RV-795 Was $799.95

$39995 $299» SoNY Dolby Digital Receiver
Dolby Digital and Dolby Pro Logic decoding • 100 watts x 5 channels • 27 DSP soundfields
• programmable remote controls • 4 audio, 5 A/V inputs. Model STR-DE915

CRUTCHFIELD

Market Square East • (Rt. 33, behind Pargo's 1 block east of 1-81)
434-1000 • Mon-Sat 10 to 7 (Friday until 8), Sunday Noon to 5

1
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HBO leads Emmy nominations

'Sopranos9 could sing loud Sunday; 'Everybody Loves Raymond' red hot
ANTHONY MARCHEGIANO
contributing writer
The Academy of Arts and
Sciences will hold the 51st
Annual Primetime Emmy
Awards on Sunday, Sept. 12 at 8
p.m. on FOX.
HBO's critically acclaimed
"The Sopranos" racked up the
most nominations with 16. This
helped the network receive 74
nominations, second only to
NBC, which tallied up 82. I'm no
Hollywood insider, but these
are my humble predictions — so
stay tuned to see how right I am.
Outstanding Variety, Music,
or Comedy Special
Jerry Seinfeld will win an
Emmy this year. His HBO special "Jerry Seinfeld: I'm Telling
You For the Last Time" will beat
fellow nominees: "71st Annual
Academy Awards," "George
Carlin: You Are All Diseased,"
"John Leguizamo's Freak" and
the "1998 Tony Awards." This
was Seinfeld's goodbye to television, as he retired his material
that was so successful.
Outstanding Supporting
Actress in a Comedy Series
The nominees are: Kristen
Johnston ("3rd Rock From the
Sun"), Lisa Kudrow ("Friends"),
Lucy Liu ("Ally McBeal"), Wendie
Malick ("Just Shoot Me") and
Doris Roberts ("Everybody Loves
Raymond"). As the only "friend"
nominated from the cast, Kudrow
will win her second straight
Emmy. The show's success carried NBC through on Thursday
nights, as it remained the only
"Must See" network, even without powerhouse "Seinfeld."
Outstanding Lead Actor in a
Drama
The nominees are: Dennis
Franz ("NYPD Blue"), James
Gandolfini ("The Sopranos"),
Dylan McDermont ("The
Practice"), Jimmy Smits
("NYPD Blue") and Sam
Waterson ("Law & Order").

And The
Winners Are...
Outsta
Outstanding

yTMusic, Or Comedy Special
r
'

upporting Actress in a Comedy Series

Outstanding I ead Actor in a Drama Series
Outstanding I ead Actress in a Comedy Series
Outstanding (/omedy Series

Lisa Kudrow: "Friends"

James Gandolfini: "The Sopranos"
Calista Flockhart: "Ally McBeal"
"Everybody Loves Raymond"
"The Sopranos"

Outstanding Drama
Outstandi

Jerry Seinfeld:
"I'm Telling You For The Last Time"

ctor in a Comedy Series

Ray Romano:
"Everybody Loves Raymond"
Ryan Ptidloski/confr&uling artist

This category is filled with talented actors and all are in contention. Franz is always in the
mix, as "NYPD Blue" always
garners much attention from
the Academy. However this
year, newcomer Gandolfini will
bring home the gold. His performance as a thug on Prozac
has made "The Sopranos" the
most talked about show.
Outstanding Lead Actress in
a Comedy
The nominees are: Jenna
Elfman ("Dharma and Greg"),
Calista Flockhart ("Ally
McBeal"), Patricia Heaton
("Everybody Loves Raymond"),
Helen Hunt ("Mad About
You") and Sarah Jessica Parker
("Sex and the City"). Hunt is
definitely a strong candidate, as
she is looking to win her fourth

consecutive statuette and this
was her final season, since
"Mad About You" is finished
now. But in the end, FOX's darling girl, Flockhart, will take
home the Emmy. She is the reason why the show is so successful and leads the cast of FOX's
sexy comedy.
Outstanding Actor in a
Comedy Series
The nominees are: Michael J.
Fox ("Spin City"), Kelsey
Grammar ("Frasier"), John
Lithgow ("3rd Rock From the
Sun"), Paul Reiser ("Mad About
You") and Ray Romano
("Everyone Loves Raymond").
Lithgow will be up there as he
keeps putting in performances as
the crazy alien and he has won two
Emmys for the same role.
Nonetheless, Romano is my choice

as he heads up the CBS smash. He
finally got a nomination this year,
and the Academy will reward him.
Outstanding Drama
The nominees: "ER," "Law
& Order," "NYPD Blue," "The
Practice" and "The Sopranos."
This category is chock full of
legitimate contenders. In fact,
over the past four years each of
them, except newcomer "The
Sopranos," have won an Emmy
for top drama. But the newcomer will be triumphant. This
mob/family drama is HBO's
heir apparent to the ever popular and Emmy-rich "The Larry
Sanders Show." Another key
factor is the "The Sopranos"
originality. Look at the fellow
nominees; three of them deal
with legal themes. "ER" is
good, but it loses a lot of votes

from fans of CBS's hospital
drama "Chicago Hope." Also,
"The Sopranos" can deal with
story lines that only cable television will allow.
Outstanding Comedy Series
The nominees are: "Ally
McBeal," "Everybody Loves
Raymond," "Frasier" and "Sex
and the City." NBC's "Frasier"
will fight for its sixth consecutive
top comedy Emmy. All that will
change as CBS's sidesplitting
"Raymond" will haul in the gold.
"Raymond" is one major reason
why CBS has climbed out of the
network cellar — its popularity
has
grown
immensely.
"Raymond's" ensemble cast
meshes great, while Romano
tops it all off. This show has
brought back family comedy —
and the Academy will take note.

Play in the park with Shakespeare
ULIE SPROESSER
contributing writer

J

The magic of Shakespeare and
the romance of the evening will
come together this Friday, Sept. 10,
as the Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express presents "Much Ado
About Nothing" in JMU's Edith J.
Carrier Arboretum.
Marking the Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express' sixth year
appearing on the Arboretum's
fall events schedule, this performance is part of their "1999
Eaten Heart Tour" that also
included a run of "Hamlet."
"Much Ado About Nothing,"

will continue as part of the
Midsummer Night's Dream"
company's "2000 Scoff and
and "A Comedy of Errors,"
Grin Tour."
focuses on the
The current
mischief and far"MUCH ADO"
production is
cical events that
directed by WHO: Shenandoah
surround any
Artistic Shakespeare Express
attempts at love.
Director Jim WHAT: Shakespeare's "Much
It all starts
Warren, who Ado About Nothing"
when three solhas been with WHERE: Edith J. Carrier diers, Claudio
the company Arboretum
(Michael
since its start WHEN: Tomorrow, 5:30 p.m.,
D e M a y o ) ,
gates open at 4:30 p.m.
in 1988.
Benedick (Stuart
COST: $5 per person, children
The play, in under 6 are free
McDaniel) and
the spirit of TICKETS: Warren Hall Box
Don
Pedroother Office, Arboretum Office and at Prince of Aragon
Shakespeare the gate on Friday
(Mark Williams),
classics, like "A
are
passing

through the city of Messina,
returning from war. The men
stop to visit an old friend,
Leonato (David Loar), the
Governor of the city, and are
meanwhile introduced to his
daughter, Hero
(Miriam
McDonald) and niece, Beatrice,
played by three year company
veteran Margo McGirr.
The story follows the courting and engagement of Hero to
Claudio, and the events following the arrival of the villainous
Don John (Uzay Turner), brother
of Don Pedro. Don John is determined to ruin anything Don
Pedro supports and vows to

break up the engagement.
Claudio, Hero, Don Pedro and
Leonato, convinced
that
Benedick and Beatrice would
make a great couple, come up
with a twisted scheme to get
them together. Knowing the two
are irritated at the very presence
of one another, the group tells
each one separately that the
other is in love with them.
Warren said, "Shakespeare
gives us a story about everything and nothing, where characters travel to one extreme
with reckless abandonment
and then reverse field and pursue the opposite."
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THE • MS • WALK

Ctici^l \Miek iiMvh^U^W^ Week
Don't miss . ..

FOR MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1999
The WALK starts atJMU...
Call 564-8403 for information
WIN T-SHIRTS AND GIFT CERTIFICATES

PLUS...
Top pledge-raising Individual
Top pledge-raising Team
• Top pledge-average Team
' Largest WALK Team
• Drawing: $75+ pledge Walkers

Free Sheet/ Gasoline - $100 Worth Each
"Ownership" of 1999 MS WALK Plaque
Fiee Domino's Pizza for 1 year •
Free Mugs for every Team Member
Free Kay Jewelers Diamond Earrings

♦

KAY

[ EWE I E R S
The dunirind proplf "

i+j&lci*M> week li^Xt\i^ti<>i^t Weel
Questions? Visit www.jmu.edu/international

l+HI

Sheetz
[open 24 hours

^ Career ConMrSojK"
"'" Academic Advising & Career Development
X6555orx7995

On campus recruiting begins soon! The first preselect deadline for full-time employment and
summer internships is Tuesday, Sept. 14. A
schedule of workshop dates and times is listed
below. For more information contact, the OnCampus Recruiting Coordinator at x6229.

Workshop Dates
9/9
9/10
9/13
9/14
9/15
9/16
9/20
9/21
9/22
9/27
9/28
9/29
< M

II: 00-no on
1 l:00-n oon
1 I:00-IKX)II
1 l:00-n oo ii

9:30-10:30am
11:00-no on

4:00-5:00
4:00-5:00
4:00-5:00
1 l:00-noon

5:30-6:30
2:00-3:00

HHHH

Sonnet
Sonner
Sonner
Sonner
CISAT 136
Sonner
Sonner
Sonner
Sonner
Sonner
Sonner
Taylor 306

9/30
10/4
10/7
10/12
10/15
10/19
10/22
10/25
10/28
11/2
II II

4:00-5:00
4:00-5:00
10:00-11:00am
4:00-5:00
10:00-11:00am
4:00-5:00
2:00-3:00
4:00-5:00
10:30-11:30am
10:30-11:30am
10:30-11:30am

Sonner
Sonner
Taylor 404
Sonner
Taylor 306
Sonner
Taylor 306
Sonner
Taylor 404
Taylor 404
Taylor 404
-
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Compiled by contributing writer Katie Plemmons
Look for this regular feature in every Thursday's issue
'■ u

For students seeking some distractions this weekend, check out the following events.
lorught is Ladies' Night at The Biltmore, where not only is there no cover for ladies, but half price appetizers and a raffle will be offered to women. The
Biltmore will also have a deejay spinning until closing. Sunday is Karaoke Night at the Biltmore, and while you're singing your heart out, you can also get
some potato skins for just $2.
Mam Street Bar and Grill is ready for the weekend, too. Tonight is Ladies' Night, and there will be a deejay and no cover for the ladies. Tomorrow is
one of the "Fabulous Fridays," in which there will also be a deejay and no cover for ladies. On Saturday, Main Street will host the WBOP CD release party
for the Home Grown record label.
The Highlawn Pavilion will also be a fun atmosphere. Tonight is Ladies' Night at the Pavilion, where there is a deejay and no cover for the ladies.
Friday, the night spot will welcome a deejay also. Saturday, the Pavilion will feature "Blue Suede," a band that plays a little of everything. They will perform after the football game.
Tonight, Key West Beach Bar and Grill will offer an acoustic performances outside on the Pirate Deck. Don't forget that every Tuesday and Thursday
night is College Night, so you can get in if you're 18 and up. Friday is Beach Bash Night with free wings from 10 to 11 p.m. There will also be an acoustic
performance outside and a dance contest inside. On Saturday, there will be jazz performances outside and a deejay inside.
Tomorrow night, The Little Grill will feature Scott Murray, an acoustic singer/songwriter and current Grammy nominee.
Spanky's offers live entertainment each Tuesday, so if you want to catch some entertainment during the week, you can hear West Water Street on
Tuesdays.
Finnigan's Cove will also serve up some live entertainment during the week. Tuesday, Jimmy O will perform around 10 p.m.
Calhoun's will offer live entertainment this weekend, with P.J. and Kola performing tonight Friday, Calhoun's will feature the JMU Jazz Band.
The Artful Dodger will also feature live music. Tomorrow, 17-year-old female acoustic singer "Devon" will take the stage. The Charlottesville native,
who has opened for the Dave Matthews Band in the past, is expected to draw a large crowd. "It's going to be a really big show," said Lisa LaPlant, an
Artful Dodger Employee. "She is really big in Charlottesville and she is trying to get big here, too." Saturday night, the coffee bar will welcome "Subway to
Venus," a cover band who performs mostly Top-40 tunes.

K
TONIGHT and EVERY THURSDAY is

LADIES NIGHT

/VyVV v —
/I

Be A Pc\rt of tlic M A
TAVJIOV Down v>it>er 4>^

• %o^

^afe^ei^/^ffe
of all appetizers

For the Introductory.
Price of

raffled off

FREE!!
From Wed. Sept. 8th to Fri. Sept. 17th ^
Hurry and be First in Line!
Call 568-6020 for more Information!

Great Food Great Fun!
221 University Blvd.

801-0221
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Imagine
a typical Friday or Saturday
night. Every-one
seems to be asking,
"Are you going out
tonight?" But what does
"going out" actually entail?
For much of the 21-and-over student
population, it means visiting a local
drinking establishment, kicking back
and enjoying the freedom and responsibility that comes with two valid forms of
identification.
Many popular local bars can be found
throughout Harrisonburg, from downtown
to the city limits. Each one has something
different to offer and is unique in its own
way. An overwhelming sentiment exists
among students, however, that the bar
scene at JMU is less than exemplary. "It
could stand to be a lot better," senior
Christian Randecker said. "There needs to
be more and better places to go."
Many students have experienced the
bar scene at other schools, such as Virginia
Tech and the University of Virginia, and

feel

GO WHEN

nburg's bar scene a bit Macki

that

Harrisonburg lacks
something. Senior Richard
Jenkins feels that the JMU bar scene is
"horrible... compared to Charlottesville."
Other students feel that the scene is
adequate, but needs improvement. "It's all
right, but it's pretty beat for a college
town," senior Brian Bailey said.
Senior Ryan Brolley said, "We need
more dance clubs and more 18-and-over
places." Brolley also believes that the bar
scene would improve if bars and clubs
were more centrally located.
Until pleas of JMU bar-goers are met,
local establishments are continually
attempting to entice people to come out.
The new school year brings a wide variety
of places to go and things to do nearly
every night of the week. As the JMU
/Harrisonburg community changes and
evolves, so do the events and happenings
at local bars.
The closest thing to a "strip" of bars
lies between Bruce Street and Court
Square in the heart of downtown
Harrisonburg. Five establishments lie in
this region, all within walking distance of
each other.
Mainstreet Bar & Grill, located at 153
South Main St., has arguably the most
diverse offerings of entertainment. Every
Tuesday is Reggae Night and Wednesday
is JMU Night. Mainstreet claims to be the
"Valley's #1 Dance Club," with local radio

STORY BY CONTRIBUTINC

station Q101 broadcasting live every Thursday for Ladies'
Night combined with a disco-like atmosphere for Ladies' Night on Friday.
Mainstreet doubles as a club for live acts
that perform every Saturday.
To beat the heat of the dance floor,
there is a second bar in the basement with
several pool tables and arcade games. It is
usually less crowded and has a more
relaxed atmosphere than the grinding
mayhem above.
"I like going to Mainstreet because it is
a good place to see different people, espeCiallv
daily (If!
on Thlir^HaV
Thursday niffhlc
nights,"" Cnninr
senior Clmc
Greg
Cox said.
Just off South Main Street, West Water
Street hosts three bars. Spanky's
Delicatessen is a legendary local establishment. Opened in 1974, Spanky's caters to
"a unique blend of local people ... but
mainly just college kids," manager Curtis
Hakala said. Hundreds of celebrity photos
and other memorabilia adorn the walls,
contributing to a unique atmosphere.
Local band West Water Street plays every
Tuesday night, turning the normally laid
back, small restaurant and bar into a
groovefest. Spanky's is located at 60 West
Water St.
Located next door to Spanky's at 30
a! V?S?" Finm8a"'s Cove Seafood
Bar & Grill Iboasts live music four nights a
week. Tuesday night is their biggest night,
according to manager Kimberly Baccari,
with Jimmy O playing acoustic.
Occult 45 plays every Wednesday and

Jerry from the Works plays every
Thursday. Various other bands play every
weekend on either Friday or Saturday.
Finnigan's Cove has various seafood specials and is open until 2 a.m. every night.
Good music and good food attracts "a
more respectful crowd," Baccari said.
Good food also attracts many to
Dave's Taverna, on the corner of South
Main Street and West Water ____
St. Dave's has a variety of
Greek food, pizzas and other * [TUp
specialties. Jazz fills the air on
Tuesday nights with Gunnar f>n r Qr
\l
Ll.J
1_ MjUl hjly
Mossblad
andI T!_:
Friends.
Wednesday night is acoustic -^77 fig},
"We get mainly all JMU it's prei
students at night," manager
Wes Way said.
for d Cl
Dave s is open until mid- J
H
night on Tuesdays and 11
p.m. the rest of the week.
"Dave's is a cool spot to
go early, but I wish it was
open later," senior Jeff
Hubert said.
Opened about a year Calhoun's
Restaurant & Brewing Co. at 41-A Court
Square features their own specialty
brewed beer as well as a variety of cuisine,
Calhoun's sports an outdoor patio as well
as live jazz and local music Wednesday
through Friday. Calhoun's attracts mainly
a "professional crowd that is chill and
relaxed," according to manager Libbi Beer,
although some college students enjoy

town.
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Left
Le« to Right: Finnigan's Cove manager Kim Baccari mixes it up;
Alston's pub on Deyerle Avenue; Seniors Andrea
Moser, Carolyn Goya and Ella Smith play
some pool at Highlawn Pavilion;
Malnstreet bouncer Matt
Martell cards a
customer.

UNGOF
ing' - but the secret
MG WRITER

KEN HORINKO

going for a change of pace.
"Calhoun's is a good alternative for the
more upscale atmosphere sometimes,"
Bailey said.
The remainder of the Harrisonburg bar
scene lies outside of the downtown area,
which is an annoyance to some students.
"I like going to places like the Biltmore,
but sometimes it is a hassle going out
__^_ there since it is kind of far
away," senior Christian
Randecker said. Bars scattered
throughout
Harrisonburg are nonetheless attempting to draw people in.
The Biltmore Grill,
located at 221 University
Blvd., is a popular place for
man
ollCBC
y students. Open for
%
two
years,
the Biltmore fean
tures an outdoor deck, several lunch and dinner food
Brian Bailey specials, a pool table and a
senior bar-goer spacious seating area. At
night, the Biltmore is transformed from a standard eatery to thriving
night spot.
Sunday night is karaoke night, new for
the fall. Monday night includes Monday
Night Football on the various televisions
scattered throughout. Tuesday night features all-you-can-eat of their famous
thumbs and toes. Wednesday is acoustic
night while Thursday night includes a
deejay with a dance floor. "Biltmore is
cool to go to on Thursdays because of the

eJMU
cene] is
<ht, but
etty beat

's all

about

music and there are a lot of
people you know," Hubert said.
Manager Christian Holmes states that a
piano player may be in the works for more
entertainment on Saturday or Sunday
nights. Holmes describes the current scene
of people at the Biltmore as "mixed, but
with a frat and sorority base and some of
the Dead Head and Phish crowd."
Near the Biltmore Grill, at 1950
Deyerle Ave., Alston's Pub has a true
Harrisonburg feel. The friendly atmosphere is decorated with several NASCAR
wall hangings while country music frequents the selections on the jukebox.
Alston's Pub offers four pool tables, a
foosball table, a dart league and a big
screen television.
Perennial favorites such as pizza and
subs are on the menu as well. Many
young people come, but they hope to
improve the numbers, manager Mary
Ann Graves said. "It's been about 15 percent college students, but we hope to
draw some more."
Senior Scott Hudson feels that
"Alston's will be okay . . . when we take
it over."
The newest player on the
Harrisonburg bar scene is Highlawn
Pavilion, located at 2061-F Evelyn Byrd
Ave., behind Valley Mall. Securing the
location of the defunct Blue Foxx,
Highlawn Pavilion opened May 7.
Already there is a wide variety of events
on tap, nearly every night of the week.
Every Monday features Monday Night

Football on a
big screen television.
Every Tuesday is "Guest Sorority
Bartender Night" with representatives
from different sororities each week.
Wednesday night features live bands,
with "some big names possible soon,"
according to owner Phil Thomas. "College
Ladies Night" is on Thursday, while
Fridays and Saturdays feature a "preparty" from 6 to 9 p.m. Every Saturday
night is "Saturday Night Live" with a deejay. An outdoor deck is always open as
well.
"Highlawn is a key addition," Hudson
said. Highlawn Pavilion is celebrating a
grand opening tonight.
Despite the location, Key West Beach
Bar & Grill has much to offer. Located
south of campus, off South Main Street at
20 West Mosby Road, Key West is trying
to entice people to make the trip with $2off Yellow Cab Taxi ride coupons located
in advertisements in The Breeze. "Being so
far out, people are afraid to come and
have to drive home," manager Corbitt
Carroll said.
Key West has an outdoor bar and seating area as well as a bar inside and a
dance floor. "People like how there is a
club atmosphere inside with a laid back
atmosphere outside," Carroll said.
There are a variety of events almost
every night of the week with various food
specials and entertainment ranging from

acoustic
music Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday outside,
to Q101 live on Wednesdays
inside, to jazz on Saturdays
once a month.
Although the local bar scene is
mainly fueled by the 21-and-over crowd,
those younger than 21 can enjoy the various atmospheres but not drink. At most
establishments, you must be 21 to be
admitted after a certain time, usually
between 8 and 10 p.m., while Key West
offers 18-and-over nights Tuesdays and
Thursdays. Calhoun's, Dave's Taverna
and Spanky's (except Tuesday nights) are
always all ages.
With the ups and downs of the constantly changing bar scene, owners and
managers of the various establishments
are trying to make the best of the situation.
Until the void is filled in the hearts of
many, students will have to make do.
There may be hope on the horizon,
however. An old familiar spot stands
across South Main Street from the Quad,
empty now, but is perhaps awaiting a triumphant return. What used to be JM'S
will re-open Homecoming weekend as
BW-3.
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Grocery Outlet

•Individual Events
& Policy Debate
competition available

Featuring close-outs from the
grocery industry that

Sm YOU MOHEY

►No experience necessary

New items arriving constantly.
All items 100%
satisfaction guaranteed.

Organizational Meeting

We Accept Food Stamps

•Tuesday, Sept. 14
• 8 p.m.
•Anthony-Seeger Hall (Rm. 5)

Be a Sharp Shopper
and Squeeze Your hard
Earned Grocery Dollars
2475-A South Main St.
Harriscnburg, VA
(Beside Pharmhouse)

(540) 434-8848
Other Locations:
Middiotown, PA
Knox. PA
Ephraia, PA

For more information contact:

s,ore

",ours-jA" Locations)
Mon.-Wed. 8-6,
Thurs. & Fri. 8-9, Sal. 8-5 ——•
CLOSED Sunday
-—•

•Dr. Barbara Pickering at x3387 or e-mail at pickerba@jmu.edu
•Mr. Peter Bsumek at x3386 or e-mail at bsumekpk@jmu.edu
•Mr. Lee Mayfield at x3427 or e-mail at mayfiecl@jmu.edu

This Week In JMU Intercollegiate Athletics!
mjwMfcil N Athletics

AFIELD HOCKEY

WOMEN'S SOCCER

vs.
Ohio State

vs.
#14UVA

vs.
Northeastern

Thursday
September 9
1 pm

Thursday
September 9
7 pm

Saturday
September 11
6 pm

FOOTBALL

(«£Qa

FREE t-shirts after each JMU
goal, courtesy of Daniels.

FREE t-shirts to the first 250JMU
Students, courtesy of the Virginia Lottery.
Catch the FREE shuttle bus at Godwin
Hall 45 minutes prior to game.

-Hut.
Game sponsored by Pizza Hut.
Fireworks following the game
sponsored by Central Coca-Cola.

Bridgeforth Stadium

Reservoir Street Soccer & Lacrosse Field

Bridgeforth Stadium

" VIRGINIA LOTTERY
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The Off ice of Residence Life would like to thank our staff members who worked so hard to
make the Fall 1999 check-in so successful. We're off to a great start this year thanks to
their enthusiasm and caring attention to students and their families
Hall Directors
Mike Andrews
Jeff Barham
Amanda Calhoun
Chris Carter
Angela Charland
Shaena Conlin
Dana Cooper
Jeremy D'Errico
Mike Duffy
Amy Golden
Jason Goodf riend
Shannon Halstead
Darlene Hirst
Shane Juntunen
Diana Karczmarczyk
Ginny Kenney
Will Lowrey
Bonnie Maitland
Sherry Matulock
Sara Owrey
Scott Rogers
Keri Scully
Jason Shaffer
Rachel Tyson

Facilities Assistants
Scott Carroll
Mark Pinnow
Matt Stoats

Resident Advisers
Sarah Abetti
Laurie Allen
Heather Andrews
Karen Auerbach
Michael Baker
Katherine Barrow
Aaron Basmajian
Shannon Baumgardner
Tracy Bayless
Jacob Bebar
Brian Beedenbender
Kerri Bianchet
Heather Blair
Valerie Brown
Michael Bustard
Kari Calello

Samuel Campbell
Mathieu Campet
Suzanne Candrea
Alfredo Capps
Meghan Carty
Tommy Chambers
Aditi Chhaya
Amy Clark
Randi Clingenpeel
Erin Conley
Christina Cook
Christopher Cowman
Aimee Crawford
Reuben Crews
Matthew Cunningham
Amanda DeLizzio
Mike Dineen
Amy Dunmire
Tansy Ephriam
Danielle Eure
Kelly Ferguson
Laura Fitzhugh
Jamie Fleece
Heather Fox
Rhaucheeca Fuller
Jennifer Fuss
DJGale
Thomas Gallo
James Gammage, Jr.
Kevin Gauthier
Kris Gerace
Sara Gerhardt
Shannon Gormley
Kelly Grennan
Shane Grimes
Christopher Gundersen
Lori Gunn
Jane Guschke
Erin Gwilt
Tara Hafer
Natalie Hall
Shayna Hammond
Jeff Hankley
Mark Harman
Juanita Harris
Jordan Hartigan
Erinn Hazley
Erika Hermanson
Jason Hines

Chips Hoai
Laura Hunt
Karen Hutcherson
Lucas Jacobs
Dallas Jones
Wayne Journell
Sharon Jun
Julie Koontz
Tom Kraft
Deanna Landis
Darcy Langlais
Stacey Leonard
Ian Linden
Janet Luce
Jill Mayclim
Stephanie McCarty
Daniel McGill
John McMullen
Sara McMurray
Bethany Meade
Sarah Meadows
Courtney Michel
Ed Mi lad
Megan Miller
Mahsa Molayem
Michael Monteleone
TeCarla Moore
Tamika Nottingham
John Olewine
Diana Parzik
Nicholas Pelzer
Dan Peterson
Marybeth Pietro-Paolo
CJ Pointkowski
Adam Points
Joy Polef rone
Valerie Poliakof f
Justin Prather
Anthony Quartieri
Stephen Quaye
Michelle Quick
Shwetha Rai
Sarah Reagan
Kevin Reid
Justin Richardson
Natalie Robinson
Lisa Rogers
Paige Rogers
Alexis Rognehaugh

Sara Rossmoore
Meagan Salb
Jami Sanders
Adam Satriano
Suzanne Schoenefeld
Raleigh Seamster
Robert Seifert
Daniel Sluzas
Gwynne Smith
Bridgette Spencer
Robert Spicer
Jim Starke
Jamie Stokes
Shelley Streed
Erin Strine
Sarah Strong
Greg Sudlow.
Hunter Tabony
Matt Taskey
Melissa Thomas
Ayanna Thompson
Kelly Tober
Heather Trimble
Jennifer Tripp
Lori Turner
Michael VonSalzen
Elizabeth Wade
Sue Ellen Walker
Cammeron Ward
Stephanie Webster
Steven Wellington
Jordan White
April White
Anne Whitley
Aisha Williams
Allie Wright

FYI Program Advisers
Aleen Carey
Kyle Larrabee
John Lee
Janet Mason
Angie Passarelli
Anna Schmidt

FYI Graduate Assistant
Matthew Porter

Residence Life would also like to thank the staff ir\ a number of other offices on campus
for helping with our check-in process:
JMU Police Officers and Cadets
Parking Services staff and Parking Cadets
JMU Lockshop staff
Campus Net Staff
Center for Leadership, Service and Transitions and the Orientation Staff
Rick Larson, Associate Vice President for Student Affairs
Dr Mark Warner, Vice President for Student Affairs

Facilities Management
Telecomm

A very special thanks also to the many upperclass volunteers who helped move students
into their rooms on First Year student check-in day! You made a wORLd of difference to
those students, to their families and to us!

■
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Accessory Sale
. Guitar &Bfl« StfW J
Guitar Effects <*+
Harmonicas * *""
Drum Heads, Sticks \

VJfc*

Specials On:
Surge protectors
Fiber-optic cables
. M.I.T. high-technology

Bridging
the gap.
Delicatessen

borne theater interface cables,
and other cables & accessories
All phonograph needles on sale.
All car audio accessories on sale

Books & Videos

More info at: home.rica.net/acemusic

(ace)
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Voted "Best Delicatessen in Harrisonburg"
by the Magellen Press, for the 2nd year in a row!

2990 S Main Street, Harrisonburg, VA

CICrTDnMirC 540-434-4722 • l-800-PLAY Ad
tLCL I nUNIUO Hours: .'0-6 Moo-Fri • 10-5 Saturday

433-4090 • 2035-51 E. Market St
Mon. - Thurs. 10-9p.m. • Fri. - Sat. 10-10p.m. • Son. 11- 5p.m.

MATCH POINT
Always keep a shovel,
rake and water nearby
when burning debris.
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
A PuWc Service o< the USOA Forest
Service and Your State Forester

*

Breeze

\<i .!< Inn;' tin (antes Madison I iu>rr\in
community for over 75 years.

YOUR ENTHUSIASM.

TOGETHER
WE CAN CHANGE THE WORLD.

?in9?1986|

Bike Sale!
Come see the great year-end
pricing on our
SPECIALIZED

RESUME WRITING AND INTERVIEWING SKILLS WORKSHOP
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14TH

• 7:00PM - 9:00PM • SONNER HALL

We invite talented and ambitious students to learn more about PricewaterhouseCoopers and the exciting career opportunities that our Firm
has to offer. We look forward to meeting you and introducing you to the exciting world of PricewaterhouseCoopers. Refreshments will be
served. Attire is business casual. To be considered for an interview, visit our website and complete an Online Career Profile.
www.pwcglobal.com/ocp

& GIANT BIKES.

Giant Upland
Mountain Bike
$189
OVER 300
BIKES TO CHOSE FROM!

PRICWVATERHOUS^OOPERS

Q

Join us. Together we can change the world. SM

nqpniMMn PrKrwUnhomrl nopm it pioui a be an AHimulivr Annul jnrf tqujl Opponumly (ii«>to|rf

Just Minutes From Campus
I Maryland Ave to 42 South 3 Miles

B79-2011
Dayton, VA
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Dukes looking for '98 repeat
With loss of three forwards, JMU turns to ball control attack

i

NDREW TUFTS
contributing writer

The JMU women's soccer
team graduated seven players
last spring, all of whom were in
the starting lineup at some point
in the year. But their departure
has allowed the Dukes to try out
a new style.
So instead of spending a year
rebuilding, the Dukes are primed
for a repeat of last year's NCAA
tournament performance.
"We basically lost one-third
of our team," Coach Dave Lombardo said. "You feel that impact
early on, but as the season progresses this team will find an
identity of its own."
It shouldn't be hard to find.
Senior captains Aimee Grahe,
Chris Stouden and AH Schuch
will provide experience and
leadership in each of the major
areas on the field: forward, midfield and defense, respectively.
The main change in the
approach of the team will be on
offense. All three forwards from
last year's starting lineup, Lisa
Cioffi, Jessica Williams and
Therese Wolden, are gone.

Where in the past the style
would be to dump balls over the
middle and have the forwards
chase them down with their
speed, now the Dukes must concentrate on a ball-control, and
use skill where they would have
previously turned to speed.
"We're definitely a better
team when it comes to possessing
the ball and moving the ball
quickly around the field," Schuch
said. "There will be more passing
around the field, more possession
and better communication."
Said Lombardo: "I think
you're going to see much more
ball possession and a less
explosive offense. But that
makes us much better at midfield and defense."
Stouden added, "We've got
three great central midfielders,
and our defense hasn't changed,
so basically our defense is just a
year older, and that experience
will pay off."
Senior Jen Keefe and junior
Lenore Bray also return to the
starting lineup. They should provide great support for sophomore goalkeeper Sam Wilson,
who has improved daily at her

position, Lombardo said.
Wilson was outstanding
during a spring season in which
the team went 10-0-5. Lombardo and his staff said they are
very confident in Wilson.
"She's a great all-around
player, both in the air and on the
ground," Schuch said
Stouden said, "For her it's
not a matter of making a save,
she just needs to take control of
the backfield, and every day we
work on that she gets better
and better."
Can JMU exceed the play of its
1998 NCAA tournament team?
"Everyone in the soccer
world knows about the graduation losses that we've suffered,"
Lombardo said. "And because
of that, I think a lot of people
have written us off."
Despite the general consensus, the Dukes know they're better off than may be anticipated.
"We're all looking to get past
the second round of the
NCAAs," Stouden said. "We all
have the intensity and desire as a
team and we're all looking for
the same thing and working
toward it."

FILE PHOTO BY DYLAN BOUCHERLE
Senior Aimee Grahe streaks upfield against West Virginia in a
game earlier this season. Virginia comes to town today at 7 p.m.

Atlantic 10 Game Day
Statistics

,,«*»,,.

Northeastern at JMU
Sept. 11,1999
Bridgeforth Stadium
Last week:
JMU and Northeastern had two
very different experiences last
weekend. The Dukes fell to Division IA Virginia Tech, 47-0, while the
Huskies defeated Division II
American International College, 44-7.
After being shut out, Coach Mickey
Matthews has reason to be concerned
about his players' psyche.
"I talked to them about it and I am
concerned about it," Matthews said.
"We just told them this is no time to
doubt what we've been doing and
lose their confidence."
The Huskies set a team record with
600 yards Saturday. Three QBs passed
for a total of 300 yards while Tim Gale
(98 yards) and L.J. McKanas (80
yards) helped the Huskies accumulate
300 yards rushing.

tonsist of the same*players that began
" ^urdaf^n Blagkafeurg. Easslng6 Att. Comp. Int. TP Eff.
0
IBT^pafd quarterback Cnarles DeFilippo, JMU 1
268.00
1
1
7
4
0
155.88
^jhjPSd be able tqfnjay despite* Richmond. UConnl
10
7
146.00
1
"suffering an arjkfc iniury^gainst the Quinlan. NE
24
2
144.00
16
Hx,kk MatthT^aid onlpossible ™g>™
j
139.87
12
5
0
switch could come^tccMp. Moving Day ^H
, 26
15
1
134.74
safotv Serf AtkJ^tfrTell
oneiBoden.VU
1 45
27
1
126.98
rn
ea
MikeGl
punteSlune
averaged
yards per
ech averaged
22.6 yards per
on p*imts. ■I
With all of its skill-position
players from last season's 5-6 squad
returning, Northeastern should be
ready for a shoWOut. Last year Dave
Klemic caught 65 passes for 1,175
yards and 15 touchdowns and senior
Fred Vallett set a team record wjjj/fx 22
^touchdown passes. The running game
features L.J. McKanas (832 yard? in
"ninestarts inJS8) andTir
"We ust rifeed to
work," said Matthews, 'we need to
work on our execution. Our whole
goal is to get better every week. I
don't think there's anything magical
about it."

Rushing
Curran. NH
Keuton.JMU
Turner, UR
Gale, NE
Ali 111. W&M
Pumeil. UR
McKansas.NE
Receiving

Q Att,
24
14
11
10
27
11
1
12
G

Yds. Avg, TP YPS
167
7.0 3 167.0
108
7.7 I) 108.0
100
9.1 0 100.0
98
9.8 2
98.0
3.0 0
81.0
81
7.3 1
80.0
80
80
6.7 0
80.0

Rent. Yds.

Avg. TD

YPG

22.0 1
18.7 0
13.6 2
8.5 11
11.1 0
25.7 0
10.1 0

132.0
112.0
109.0
94.0
78.0
71.0
71.0

Conklin. W&M i
Elliott, UD
1
Sango, VU
1
Willmot. UM 1
Kavanaugh, UV1
Malleite. NH 1
Payton, JMU 1

6
6
8
11
7
3
7

132
112
109
94
78
77
71

Defense
6_
Letts, URI
Kelly, VU
1
Small, URI
1
Oosterhuis, NH 1
DeLucia, UC 1
Hopkins, UC I
Lum, UD
1

UA.
2
9
4
4
3
7
4

A, Total Avg
16
18.0
9
1!
18.0
10
14 14.0
14 14.0
10
9
12 12.0
4
11 11.0
7
11
11.0

Snnect,
James I

Villanova
-0 0-1
Rhode Man.!
' !
William &. Mary "TtT^

S
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
. • >.

last We jfrs Resutfe
Delaware 34, William & Nfary 27 (O:
Colgate 28. Maine 21
Virginia Tech 47. juries Madison 0
Air Force 37, Villanova 13
Hofslra 56, Qytnccticut 17 '
Richmond 4«fVirginia Military 6
New Hampshire 37, Rhode Island 14
Northeastern 44. Aniericanjntcrnationa
Saturday's schedule
Northeastern at James Madison
New Hampshire at Massachusetts
Villanova at Richmond
Delaware at The Citadel
William & Alary ^irN. C. State
Conn«5fti^j0>at kentucks
HoUHfc atM«ine
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DO You SpiderP
Search, save, and
share your web research

Free 22 oz soda
w/purchase of
12 inch MTO

Just Show JAG Card
533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. •574-3178

Making it easier everyday!

RECEIVE

TEXTBOOK

A FREE STRAP PAD WITH
ANY TIMBUK2 MESSENGER BAG.

OR . . .

SPECIAL ORDER YDUR OWN
CUSTOM DESIGNED MESSENGER BAG
AND RECEIVE A FREE STRAP POUCH

3ump iliflt tireJ old pacl

WITH MENTION OF THIS AD.

ml get a Lg
EITHER WAY ITS A GOOD DEAL.
I

EITHER WAY ITS A GOOD PACK.

AVAILABLE AT

tint's worili a crop!

F^RY
BI6W0RDS. com- millions of books out the door and mora builtdaily.

SAVE UP TO 40%. FREE OELIVERY!'
WE PROMISE NOT TO RIP YOU OFF.

BOY TEXTBOOKS ONUNE.

•inyiidMno<l.fwicrtw«owrSM...»>JfMWwibw. a««r to part .f

%t * .V ^ ^

^ * *.

,*•
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Tuna, men in purple will eat competition
The Vikings will get by the Redskins; Miami poses a threat to New York
Let's face it, when it comes to the NFL
season, nobody wants to hear about the
techniques St. Louis Rams' Coach Dick
Vermeil will use to improve St. Louis'
offensive scheme this season. On the same
note, no one cares about how spoiled
punk Ryan Leaf will handle sitting the
bench for another full season. The only
reason most people tune in every Sunday
afternoon (or Monday night) is to see
dominant teams battle for a total of 12
coveted playoff spots at the season's end.
NFC:
The team to beat is still the Minnesota
Vikings. Forget about that fluke in the
NFC title game last season: there will be
NO losing for the Vikes this season. John
Randle returns to lead a veteran defensive
line. And although he may not make
heavy contributions this season, the Vikes
have added yet more fire power to what
is already the most potent offense in the
league by snagging Daunte Culpepper in
the first round of the draft.
With their unstoppable trio of
receivers (Randy Moss, Chris Carter and
Jake Reed) catching bombs from last
year's should-have-been Most Valuable
Player, QB Randall Cunningham, Coach
Dennis Green's squad looks-poised for
another run at the crown.
As for the other teams in the NFC, the
most promising up and coming squad
looks to be (gasp) the Washington Red
skins. Yes the 'Skins, under the very tena

cious ownership of Daniel M. Snyder, are Holmgren, who took over the Seattle Seaonce again lool^g to be a powerhouse in hawks, QB Brett Favre could be lost try
ing to learn a new offense under new
the NFC. With offseason additions such
Coach Ray Rhodes.
as former Minnesota quarterback Brad
AFC:
Johnson, wide receiver Irving Fryar and
Three words: Jets, Jets, Jets! In his third
first round draft choice Champ Bailey
season as New York's coach. Bill "Tima"
(Georgia), Washington could possibly be
Parcells seems to have once again trans
the team to beat in the NFC East.
formed a renowned league doormat into
Although the San Francisco 49ers are
the cream of the crop. Pro Bowlers Vinny
always among the elite from the NFC,
Testaverde (QB) and Keyshawn Johnson
they will have a tough time competing in
(WR) are the keystones to a scrappy,
their own division, courtesy of reigning
hardworking offense. The addition of exNFC champion Atlanta. The recent loss
Dolphin Bernie Parmalee will also
of safety Merton Hanks doesn't help the
improve the Jets running game, and take
Niner's defensive scheme either, although
five time Super Bowl attendee Charles some of the pressure off of featured nmning back Curtis Mar
Haley does add some
tin. Defensively, the
experienced muscle.
Jets look to be just as
Atlanta, led by recent
blue-collar,
with
ly re-signed RB Jamal
standout returnees
Anderson, should
Bryan Cox and Mo
—Dan Bowman
give the Niners some
Lewis, as well as new
aches and pains
comer Steve Atwater
though.
(Denver). The toughest competition for
Rounding out the top five in the NFC
the Jets could be the Miami Dolphins. For
should be the Green Bay Packers. Green
Coach Jimmy Johnson, the fourth year has
Bay did manage to re-sign free-agent WR
always been the charm wherever he has
Antonio Freeman, but the loss of all-time
been (University of Miami, Dallas Cow
sack leader Reggie White to retirement
will lessen their chances of being able to boys).
But if QB Dan Marino is to finally earn
keep a steady pace with division rivals
the Super Bowl ring that has eluded him
Minnesota. Only two years removed
for his entire NFL career, he must go back
from being the dominant team in the
to the style that earned him his respected
NFC, the Pack seems to have slipped a
NFL stripes. In other words, PASS THE
bit, and without the leadership of Mike

Guest Columnist

BALL, DAN!!! The AFC Central, the sec
ond weakest division in football behind
the NFC East, should easily be taken by
the Jacksonville Jaguars with mild compe
tition only from the Tennessee Titans, led
by QB Steve McNair , RB Eddie George,
and the newly acquired Yancey Thigpen.
Squeaking into the playoffs this season
could be the defending Super Bowl cham
pion Denver Broncos and the upstart Seahawks. For all of you Denver fans out
there, let's not be delusional — neither
Bubby Brister nor Brian Griese can carry
the load future Hall of Famer John Elway.
With the absence of Elway's cannon, Ter
rell Davis will have his hands full on the
offensive end for Denver.
As for the Seahawks, Holmgren, who
helped build the 49ers' winning West
Coast offense when he was their offensive
coordinator, seems to find a way to win
wherever he goes. Seattle should be no
exception.
Looking to improve on a 9-7 season in
which the Seahawks just missed the play
offs, Holmgren's leadership could be the
push Seattle needs to get over the top.
In the end, the two teams left standing
should be the Vikings and the Jets. With
no disrespect to Jets fans, the Vikes are
simply in a class by themselves. In other
words, expect the balance of power to
shift back to the NFC.
Dan Bowman is a freshman SMAD major.
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There are some things your school doesn't want you to learn.
Recently, in an effort to acquaint students with our website, we asked permission to drive our Hummer to
a well-known University near you to give away free t-shirts. Unfortunately, they wouldn't allow us on campus.
The reason they gave us? It would be competition for the privately run institutional bookstore. Why are
they so afraid of competition? Maybe it's because we discount new and used textbooks and ship for free!

ctaws.com

Textbooks and stuff. Easy. Fast. Cheap.
• .VAVAA'AVAVAVAV
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Guest
Predictor

Last week
Season total
Winning percentage.
_^

-1
LL.
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Detroit at Seattle
Minnesota at Atlanta
Dallas at Washington
San Francisco at Jacksonville
Pittsburgh at Cleveland

Jason Mclntyre
asst. sports editor
0-0
0-0
.000

Mike Gesario
sports editor
0-0
0-0
.000

Courtney Crowley
editor
0-0
0-0
.000

Marcia Apperson
copy editor
0-0
0-0
.000

Rob Petrone
WXJM sports
0-0
0-0
.000

Seattle
Minnesota
Dallas
Jacksonville
Pittsburgh

Seattle
Minnesota
Dallas
San Francisco
Cleveland

Seattle
Atlanta
Washington
San Francisco
Pittsburgh

Seattle
Minnesota
Washington
San Francisco
Pittsburgh

Seattle
Minnesota
Washington
Jacksonville
Cleveland

Miami

Miami

Denver

Miami

Denver

Virginia
Florida State
Ohio State
Georgia
Oregon

Virginia
Florida State

Virginia
Florida State
Ohio State
South Carolina
Oregon

Miami at Denver
O
HI
_i
—i

o
o

Virginia at Clemson
Georgia Tech at Florida State
UCLA at Ohio State
South Carolina at Georgia
Texas - El Paso at Oregon

«

It's been a long time sports fans — too long for the poor souls down here at
POTW who have had to listen to J. Mac brag about his 1998 POTW championship.
That's all the kid talks about. Rumor has it he even goes around to the local drinking
establishments and introduces himself to the ladies by saying, "Hey, I'm J. Mac. I
write for The Breeze. You may have seen me, I won Picks of the Week last year."
Mike G. hopes to finally bring a POTW championship to the sports section. He
can hear the ghosts of past legends (the Grahams, the Taylors, the Trouts and the
Burtons) up in the rafters chanting his name, pulling for him to bring home the title.
Courtney is back for her third season because, well let's be honest, she's the boss

CONVENIENT TO JMU

ggjjjjj

Precision
Lube

Express
/
/
/
/

Touch Free Automatic
4 Self Service Bays
Spot Free Rinse
Vacuums
Fragrance machine
Shampoo machine

and she can fire the rest of the POTW staff whenever she wants. We even included
South Carolina in the POTW just because some guy named Lou Holtz was once at
Notre Dame. We all know how the Chief feels about the Irish.
In compliance with the NCAA's Title IX rules and regulations, POTW has invited
another permanent female member to its staff in Marcia "The Pride of Buckingham"
Apperson. (Heck, we really didn't fight with the folks at the NCAA. After all, having
Marshay in the lineup ensures Mike G. of at least a fourth-place finish).
Our first guest of the POTW season is senior Rob Petrone, who has to be walking
on air, since we have dubbed this Breeze as the "Rob Petrone feel good issue."

Thursday 9/9
College Ladies' Night

No hassle, drive through oil change!

•
/
/
/
/
/

Now Offering:
MIRACLE WASH CARD

5 % student discounts (w/lD)
10 minute oil change
Drive through
No hassle
No appointment needed
All major credit cards
WE FEATURE

fetaafxr
'1 Chafe* of *p m*m**
E»t M»rk.t SI. (R133!

Valley
Mall

•
•
•
•

South Carolina
Oregon

Virginia
Florida State
Ohio State
Georgia
Oregon

GRAND OPENING!

(Just off University Blvd)

Experience the Spot Free difference!

K UCLA Si

Virginia
Florida State
Ohio State .;.
Georgia
Oregon

Frequent wash card
Sign up FREE
First wash is FREE
Provides FREE washes
to our loyal customers

1924 Deyerle Avenue

FIND OUT
WHAT
ALL THE
FUSS IS
ABOUT!!

t
N

Evelyn Byrd Ave

#
Deyerle Ave.

Reservoir St.

564-2625

AVIU0N
Harrisonburg. VA 22801

Phone: <54(» 434-PA> :
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Witnessing a phenomenon

Volleyball
off to
best start
since '84

Mark McGwire hits Nos. 49 and 50 in Shea, leaving fans in awe
I remember the scene vividly.
I was 11 years old. Donning
the hunter green and yellow jersey supplied by our sponsor, my
mesh cap in the "rally" position,
Our little league star catcher,
Mike Todd, stepped up to the
plate.
To be blunt, Mike was fat.
The kid could barely make it
around the diamond without
hyperventilating, but boy-ohboy, could he hit a baseball. In
fact, his batting average was
around .600 with no home runs.
With one swing, that all
changed. And with that swing,
Mike Todd became our Babe
Ruth. Or perhaps, our Mark
McGwire.
The thought of that homer
still gives me goose bumps. Having said that, I'm sure you can
imagine the expression on my
face when I came through the
turnstile at Shea Stadium on a
partly cloudy Sunday in August.
That's right: I had the opportunity to witness first-hand the phenomenon known as "Big Mac."
I purchased the tickets about
a week in advance. The Mets
were playing the Cardinals, yet
when I told people I was going
to the game, I told them I was

c

going to see "McGwire take on culean figure came up to bat in
the Mets." In this case, the star the first inning. As he lumbered
shined brighter than the team. from the on-deck circle to the
Few players in sports history live plate, a form of pandemonium
up to such a billing. To do so, built. Strangers were elbowing
you have to be 1) a Hall-of-Fame strangers, whispering like a mob
caliber athlete, 2) the lone player of teenage girls who just spotted
of such magnitude on your ros- one of the Backstreet Boys in the
ter and 3) on a mediocre team.
booth behind them at IHOP.
Right now, at this moment in
"Look, there's McGwire."
time, there are only two athletes
"Big Mac's coming to the
in sports today that can make plate."
this claim: McGwire and
Then he was introduced over
Sammy Sosa. The fact that the public address system. The
20,000 fans regularly come out crowd roared. Loudly. I had to
to
watch
check my
McGwire
ticket stub to
practice is
remind
absolutely
myself
mind-bogwhich
—Rob Petrone
team's stadigling.
I didn't
um I was in.
exactly get to see him take bat- Then, on a 1-1 pitch from
ting practice, but I tried. Big Mac Octavio Dotel, he made all
was taking his last cuts when I 50,139 fans in attendance believe
found my seat. I don't know the hype. Big Mac took a bite out
how many he ended up hitting of the Shea Stadium scoreboard.
out during the practice session,
The final numbers on his
but I did get to see him hit two blast: 502 feet to right center
into the left field bleachers.
(his longest of the season),
The mammoth slugger whet- where it ended up shattering a
ted my appetite; he gave me a light bulb located 60 feet up the
tease for the show he was scoreboard.
preparing to put on.
From my seat in the upper
The 6-foot-5, 250-pound Her- deck along the third-base line, I

Guest Columnist
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Cod!
Tips for Sofeb
Before crossing, stop at the
curb, edge of the road or
corner before proceeding.
Look left-righi-lcff. and if
it's clear, begin crossing,
looking over your shoulder
for turning vehicles.
Continue to check for traffic
while crossing.
*-3A-'rW

couldn't tell that he did damage
to the scoreboard. I just knew he
had hit the ball extremely hard
and that I had never in my entire
life seen anything quite like it.
Like Ruth's "called shot" this
was no ordinary long fly ball.
This was something special.
Then, in the seventh, he gave
us an encore. McGwire took a 10 pitch from Jeff Tarn out and
over the leaping Shawn Dunston
in left-center for his 50th jack of
the season. I found out from my
uncle after the game that I had
witnessed history.
Until that swing, no player
had ever hit 50 homers in four
straight seasons. He also tied
Babe Ruth for most 50 home-run
seasons in a career (four).
It was a good day at the park
all-around, as my beloved Mets
came from behind for a thrilling
8-7 victory, but that's not the
story I'm going to be telling my
kids someday.
My only question is which
blast people are going to remember more: the one that made history, or the one from which
myths are made.

The Volleyball team rallied
from a two game deficit to beat
the University of Maryland in a
five games, 7-15,12-15,15-12,1513,15-11.
The win was the Dukes first
ever over the Terrapins, and
improved their record on the
season to 4-0.
JMU's hot start is their best in
14 years in division I, and their
best overall since they opened
the 1984 season 10-0 at the division II level.
Against the Terps, the
Dukes trailed 7-2 in the third
set, and were on the ropes
before a 13-5 run turned the
match around.
Senior Lindsay Collingwood
finished with a team-high 20
kills, in addition to being named
the CAA Player of the Week.
Junior Karla Gessler had 13 kills
and senior Christina Gianino
added 48 assists.

Rob Petrone , a senior SMAD major,
is the voice of]MU sports on WXJM.

— From Staff Reports

f

Shotsie s
Gifts • Home Decor

Christmas
Visit The Valley's Largest and Most Unique
Place where you'll find it all:
Candles.Cats Meow* Boyds Bears
Table Lamps-Folk Art-Crafts
Greeting Cards-Stationery
Fine Jewelry-Snowmen
Flags- Dept 56 Villages
and
so
much
more!!

,,■>'

Sponsored h> JMU Department of Health Sciences under a grant from < lebrge
Mason I imcisftv and the Department of Motor Vehicles.
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4090 Evelyn Byrd Dr
Harrisonburg, VA
433-9627
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Lovely Nails & Tan
New
lr> Our Net* Latest '99 Sunstar Wolff ZX 32 3F Spied 175 System
Tanning Bed with 32 Super Efficient Bulbs, and 3 Face Tanner.
The User With UV Light, For The Worlds
Fastest Wa\ To Full Bod\ Tan.

Tanning
200 min- S25

Walk-Ins welcome
Hours: Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Sunday 12 a.m.- 5 p.m.
1657 E. Market St.. Harrisonburg. VA 22801 (next to Crutchfield)

The Breeze
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Nails

DATES
Guys & Gals

DATES
1-900-370-2001 ext. 8406

Full Set- S23
•(Free tanning session)
Fill-ins- S13
Manicure- S10
(With hot wax)
Pedicure-S18

(540)432-1899

$2.99 Per min.
MUST be 18yrs.

Serv-u (619) 645-8434

COURT SQUARE THEATER
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10th at MIDNIGHT!
SATURDAY at 7:00 & 9:00 pm
MON. - THURS. at 7:30 pm
$4.00 for STUDENTS w/ID CARD
WWW.ttONVCLAIBlCB.COM

HUGE SHUinGS
Bikes Clothing
Accessories

Sept. 10
4 p.m. - midnight

CYCLEWORKS
774 E. Market St. (Rt. 33)
Harrisonburg, VA
Down the hill from
Papa John's Pizza

432-0280
■

I The Breeze

Court
Square
Theater

Thursday, Sept. 9, 1999
Sept. 9 and 10 at 8 p.m.

Starts Sept. 10th at Midnight

RUN LOLA RUN

Fri. Sept. 10 at 9 p.m.

T.J. and KOLA
JMU JAZZ

| Coffeehouse

On the Stet

432-1179

Students $4.00 w/JAC card
434-8777
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DEVON
Female Singer/Songwriter

Don't Miss this Show!

Today's crossword brought to you by Court Square
ACROSS
1 Actress Irving
4

VU

8 Deep voices
14 Food from tare15 Stravinsky or
Sikorsky
16 Glossy paint
17 Ralph Waldo and
Roy
19 Complele
20 Old card game
21 Feudal peons
23 Make up facts
24 "60 Minutes'
commentator
27 Military vehicle
28 Floral loop
29 Carvey and Ivey
30 Saxophonist
Mulligan
31 Balls
33 Tomlin and Pons
35 Nation on the
Mediterranean
37 Medical
profession
41 Cubicle furniture
43 Word inventor
44 Domesticated
47 Brings up
49 Lear:-»g org.
50 Tim of "WKR Put
Cincinnati"
51 Compilers

53 April 15
addressee
54 Group of experts
55 Cereal grain
56 Moistens
periodically
58 Discount
62 Relaxing
63 Family diagram
64 Has permission
65 Sappho's
birthplace
66 Visualizes
67 Female sheep
DOWN
1 Simian
2 Lady of Ihe
house
3 Giving in
4 Jumbted
5 Self-esteem
6 17th-century
dramatist Ben
7 Stock of
weapons
8 Meaty
9 Sothem and
Sheridan
10 Took seats
11 Photo subject,
often
12 More chilling
13 Disney dwarf
18 Actor Scheider

tudy
Abroad

22 Spruce juice
24 "Mephisto Waltz"
star
25 "Hud" co-star
26 Desert spring
27 Singer Colter
30 Auto-pilot devices
32 Surrendered
formally
34 Money
36 City near Carrion
38 Almost instantly

39

42 Picks
44 Of primitive
groups
45 Create aquarium
bubbles
46 Off-target shots
48 Enticement
51 Lawyer's files
52 Black goo
54 Mexican coin
57 Can pull
59 Golf gadget
60 Crow's call
6i Needle hole

-do-well

40 Mardi _
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Tattoos & Piercings

in

433-5612

KOREA

(and pay JMU tuition!)

Stop Talking
About It
And Go Out
And Get That Tat !

*

Very limited spaces are available for
JMU's exchange program to Yonsei
University in Seoul, Korea for Spring
2000.

Harrisonburg's Premier Tattoo & Piercing Studio

"Requirement: Minimum

HOURS:
Mon. Noon - 5pm
Tues. - Thurs. Noon - 8pm
Fri. & Sat. Noon - 10pm
Sun. by appointment

3.0 G?K
To apply, or for more information, contact:
Cheryl Tobler
tobler@jmu.edu
x6273
Office of International Programs
James Madison University
Killcnst KC 1503. Hunulbug. V» 22107, Til: 5*>S6I-64I9. Fax S40-S4I-I0I0. inttiutioulCii tdi

s
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JMU

Just a couple of doors down
from Luigi's - Bus Routes 3 & 4
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LUNCH, DINNER, AN 3 IATE NIQHT MENU M

10%
off
with JAC card
"ABC" ON
TUES.'SAT. 1 1'2;50A.IVI.
N,SuiNdAy 11-^ BREALfast AiNyTiME

LATE NIQHT
DINER
Buy recycled. It would mean tke world to tkem.
Tkanks to you, all sorts of everyday products are Leing made from materials
you've recycled. But to keep recycling working for tke future, you need to look
1 5 8 0 s o u i H MA I N S I R E E I
2280I
540-5 74-4949,

HARRISONbURG, VA

for tkese products and kuy tkem. For a free krockure, ca11 1-800-CALL-EDR
.PuMcs.n*,o.
ENVIRONMENTAL "
^\9| TMsPublication
DEFENSE
FUND

CONSTABLE

PROFIRTY MANAaEMXNT

COURT SQUARE THEATER
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10th at MIDNIGHT!
SATURDAY at 7:00 & 9:00 pm
MON.-THURS. at 7:30 pm
$4.00 for STUDENTS w/ID CARD

Hey Students, crash here
every night and be that much
closer to campus, without
living on campus
• •

Lease Now
OPEN BOOK

USED BOOKS

& COFFEE
1 4 2 9 S . Main
(Corner o f S o u t h Avenue)
433-7766
openbook@gte . n e t

U s e d / N e w Books
Posters/Prints
Study Aids, Cards

College Station • Madison Manor • University Court
Madison Square ^Qide Miii Viiiage

Services:
* Furnished or unfurnished units
Townhouses, apartments, and houses
individual and group leases
* Convenient locations
Friendly neighbors

Coffee/Tea/Snacks
Open M o n - S o t
1 2 - 8 oil S e p t e m b e r
Helpful staff, great selection,
remarkable atmospherel

Office Phone 434-1173 or Call Toli-Free 1-888-354-9900
Check us out at www.pendry-constable.com
or we are now new members at RentConnection.com (under the VA heading)
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LIFESTYLE
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today is Do that with information you receive
a 4 — Today, somebody at

now. It could be quite valuable.

be handled by now. You've either solved
the problem or forgotten all about it.
Either way, the coast is clear to begin a
bold new project, this time, just for the
fun of it!

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) — Today is a
4 — Rumors are going around,
thing
Today's Birthday (Sept. 9) This year
/I
but be careful which ones you
world
for
you
to
do.
You're
generally
the
you're powerful and smart, an
/
I
pass on. Follow through on a Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today
organizational superhero. Develop person who's talking. But today, go
is a 5 — You know that
lead that could help you find a
ahead
and
let
the
roles
reverse.
You
could
hidden skills to make necessary changes
•
invention you were going to
great
bargain
but
don't
tell
everybody
for less in December. In February, use find out something interesting.
patent? Or, was it an idea for a
else
about
it.
Maybe
your
best
friend,
but
your imagination to achieve work
ifB-'
scientific
expedition? All you
objectives and to get around a bureaucrat. Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today is that's all.
need
is
a
grant
from
a big company, or
a 9 — Continue with your
You're lucky in May, so take a calculated
maybe the government. First, figure out
Scorpio
(Oct.
24-Nov.
21)
—
Today
is
study
project
now.
You
risk. Curtail travel in August. Staying
a 7 — A friend might help you what you want to accomplish and how.
shouldn't do anything else. If
home works better.
understand your partner a little What will you prove? What will it cost?
you can't think of something to
^ better. Something has you Somebody's got to do it, so why not you?
To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is study, getting organized is a wonderful
Ez
baffled, but to this other friend,
thing to learn. If you can think of lots of
the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
it's
relatively
simple. So, discuss your Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today is
other things, then organization should be
a 6 — You're getting all sorts of
situation and ask for help. You'll get it.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today the first on your list.
^ good advice today, whether or
^
is a 3 — Today, little bitty things
I not you want it. Actually, it's
rftjd could get you in trouble if you Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a 5 Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) —
about as welcome as red ants at
Today
is
a
4
—
Generally
— The abundance you're
' let them. Pretend you're about
a picnic. To your critical friend, just say
speaking,
Sagittarians
are
receiving now is partly from
to be subject to a "white glove"
freewheeling people who don't "thanks." You probably will be a better
your work, but even more from
inspection. Even one little speck of dust 0
like
to be told what to do. person for taking the advice, and that will
work you've done in the past.
could get you a demerit. Now that you
Today,
that
could
come up for you in cut down on the noise.
Your
wit
and
wisdom
paid
off
before,
know, you can make your life shine like
spades.
A
person
who's
critical could be
and they're paying off again. Luckily, you
polished brass, right?
on
you
like
plaid
on
pants.
Try not to
don't have to do much 'cause you could
-Tribune Media Services
snap,
especially
if
this
person
happens to
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today is be exhausted.
sign your paycheck.
_
a 9 — Love's still a dominant
theme, although it may not be Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today is a
Q - - Y< v.:'rv .il'ivavs interested in Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) —Today
I
the romantic kind. It may be the
is a 10 — You should be in the
'•
•,
going on, and you're
'
kind you have with \oiii
^
5^7
mood to try something boldly
]
i
at gathering information.
children or your dearest friend, or even
I
innovative. The consideration
You
remember
where
you
store
with your pet! Anyway, don't hold back.
that was plaguing you seems to
it so you can produce it when necessary.
Let everyone know how much you care.

Run
YOU CAN ... Enjoy a convenient location
adjacent to Purcell Park, on bus route, close
to grocery and restaurants, only 1 mile
to campus.

YOU CAN ... Own a brand new
townhome from only $92,500.
YOU CAN ... Experience the comfort
and privacy only townhome living
provides with approximately
1,500 squai-e feet, 4 bedrooms
2.5 baths, living room and
den, huge kitchen with
microwave, washers and
drjers, patio or deck, and
private storage shed.

YOU CAN ... Turn your rental
housing expense into tax
X benefits.
YOU CAN ... Utilize
our state-of-the-art
telecommunications network
with .JMU Ethernet connections,
telephone and cable jacks in each
bedroom.
Call 801 0660 or
877-266 7786 today.
M vvw.ph easantru n.net

From JMll take South Main St. and turn left
on Rocco Ave. acro.ss from the Hartman Dodge
just past the 1,2,3 Movie Theater.
On Rocco, turn right on Pheasant Run Circle.
ITie .Model/Otlice is located at 579 Pheasant Run Circle.
Parking is available in the Pheasant Run Townhome Lot.

Start planning your future.
Invest in a Plieasant Run Townhome.
r
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B S3 B S3 a

(540) 432-6623

with the sky (livers at SKYDIVK ORANGE which has the area's
best student safety record and most experienced instructors

•Exhaust

• Mufflers

• Brakes
• Shocks & Struts
• Wheel Alignment
• Lube - Oil - Filter
• Drive Train
• Tire Balance
• State Inspection and
other services

JMU student discounts
One day STATIC LINE,
TANDEM, OR AFF first
V±! '•■_ __ Complete information is on
jumps, and a staff
J*L
hnp://www.skyriiveoran»e.com
dedicated to keeping you <^^b^-^Cand your fellow JMU
t¥T
J&
students skydiving.
'■%T" ,-*&?
1 (800) SKYDIVE!!
^", Vl**

282 University Blvd.
(Behind Valley Mall)

I (8°0) 759-3483 or (540) 942-3871

• f " * '

I VI HYIIAY INI IMIII'I)

'

'■

Mfk

t
Double Coupons 50
tip to & Including
-' ■
1 ■ 11111 H^'^iAM**
DIET DR. PEPPER
^m

See Store lor Details.

,

COURT SQUARE THEATER
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10th at MIDNIGHT!
SATURDAY at 7:00 & 9:00 pm
MON. - THURS. at 7:30 pm
$4.00 for STUDENTS w/ID CARD

FREE
990

Movie
Rental
FREE MEMBERSHIP
Rl. 33 East (nexl lo Wendy's/across from Pargo's)

433-9181

open 7 days a week

KROGER

■GREAT SOURCE of FIBER-

DELUXE
ICE CREAM

LUCK'S

GUOMA War, fixni Wur, NKlMKS

CHEAP NIGHTS AT AC

ME 1

PEACHES, PLUMS
OR NECTARINES

1/2 GALLON

15 OZ.

POUND

Use this coupon for

SSL

one FREE 990 rental
I expires 10/15/99

....

I per student J

,

.

■

■•

WED THUR FRI
8
10
9

PINTO BEANS

^FOR F

SAT

11

Items *Prlcei Good Through September 11.1999 h
Harrhonburg Copyright 1999 Kroger Wd-Mttnttc We
reserve the right to Imrt quantities None sold to dealers I

lWfH\t)<iOH>CKifo\r,Qt
llTOI LOCn :i<M Ami J*tt

OOZPJG

■•, 0/ Fiow D hms a w $N* Sm 10901
PASUti SMUOK '4M0t fep T«r»

KELLOGG'S
CEREALS
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DOIT? FORGET
YOUR SCHOOL
SUPPLIES...
THESE TITLES AND MANY MORE ARE
ON SALE NOW AT PLAN 9!

DAYS Of

nm*
cat****

RED HOT CHIU

THE NEW

^OVElSPK***
phiUdelph^
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Sunday
September

26th

FoMield
Races
ATTENTION JMU (STUDENTS

SANTANA
Super*"""1

Eoxfield Tickets on sale now at
University Outpost
Port Republic Road
(540) 432-028?
wwwibxfieldriu«s.coni

JACKSOH
LUSCIOUS
Hone)
0tctrtc

£1

Stereo
5*?**!.~
Bring Sour

-1*.

:

:A

, fiBBa§&8

an

,

^«°*"!,s

CHEMICAL"
Surrender

MORE STUFF ON SALE:
VIOLATOR, MEGADETH, MEMPHIS BLEEK,
FATBOY SUM, WIDESPREAD PANIC, TLC,
LIMP BIZKIT, SMASHMOUTH, RAHZEL,
KID ROCK and MORE!

LISTEN TO ANY CD B£F0R£ YOU BUY!
/OOO'S OF QUALITY USFD CDS FOR SALi s8 OR USSf
CD's • LP's • cassettes • books • magazines
special orders • music accessories • hard to find labels
& imports • local & regional artists • open 7 days!
We PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR CDS FROM YOUR OWN COLUCT/OA//

In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999

www.plan9music.com

•Back
• Face
• Chest
• Bikini
•Legs
• Underarms
laser hair

removal for Men
ase r hair

removal farWomen
Harrisonburg E.N.T. Associates, Inc.
C. Wayne Gates, M.D. 353 Neff Avenue
Danny A. Neal, M.D.
540-433-6041
Approved by FDA for permanent hair reduction.
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IIIJJ* WANTED

Time to Hit the Books Means
Time to Order Pizza!!

• full Time d Tc irt Time / positions 11 vi i/h ibh'
Apply in person.
I vii 243 oil l HI • 121 Pleasant Valley ltd.

FAST FREE DELIVERY
LARGE PIZZA

Hours:
Sun.-Thurs. 11am -lam
Fri. & Sat. llam-2am

The Breeze
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$5.99

433-0606

Positions Available:
• cooks
/
servers
dishwashers
hostess
night maintenance

Old Country Store

574-3099

Welcome Back !!!
Apple
Strudel
Right on Wolfe St.
Just past Post Office

ROLLER
OR
STOFtm
TUESDAY
7:00-9:30PM "

Christian Music

WEDNESDAY
• 7:00-9:30PM

Bargain Night

■ FRIDAY- ••
7:30-11:00PM

Public Skate
SATURDAY
7:30-11:30PM

Public Skate

SHATETOWTI

USA
433-1834

If you're not one of the lucky
ones living here this year, plan ahead!
We'll be here next year.
We have amenities galore:
Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
Only four blocks to campus.
Energy efficient heat pumps.
Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
Mini-blinds on all windows.
Basketball court.
Paved parking spaces.
Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus. *
Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
Well lit parking lot and walkways.
Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.
Full time management and maintenance.
No sliding patio doors.
Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.

* access provided by NTC

Olde Mill Vi
AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)

\l'w IIMIVJ iw WIIIIIW ui imuioiqic IV* MUC

(540)432-9502 gfj

11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

check us out on our website - www.oldemillvillage.com
Call Ron today and see how easy and affordable off campus housing can be.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

Ford: 1983 F-150 - 351 W, 4 x 4,
115.000 miles, 4 spd. AM/FM
cassette. tangoed. Askir^ $4,000.
Call Steven after 5 p.m. 4333087.

Students to Work on Horse Farm in exchange for lessons and riding
privileges. 30 mm. from JMU.
Opportunity to show and foxhunt.
Very flexible. 828-3223 for info.

Groat Clothing. Housewaree, Books,
Morel Gift & Thrift, 227 N. Main.

www.dormfurniture.com

CHECK US OUT.
ZOOM 4040 Guitar - Multi-effects
unit, pedalboard. Many possibilities!
$200 o.b.o. 540-435-4734.
Solid Oak Couch and Chair $175, free delivery. Call 289*238.
Kitchen Tabkt - with 4 chairs. $200.
574-4647 or email fcrteacgjmu.edu.
AVON for Sal* - makes great
Christmas gifts. Call Connie at
568-1842 (h), or 434-3916 (w).

Mill Street Grill - now hiring
experienced line cooks, host and
wait staff. Call 540*860656, or
apply at 1 Mill Street. Staunton,
VA in downtown Staunton.
Driver's License Lost - or too many
points? Obtain an International
license that can never be
suspended or revoked. No DUIs.
Call 433-5177.

Patio Dates Now Wanted
Top dollar paid!
Tapestries. Clothing,
Jewelry. Native Cotton.
Cal 540953-4072 (h) before 9 pm
or 540951-5223 (w) anytime.
Carpenter for Finish Work - small
jobs, your schedule. 568-3068.
Chlldcare - afternoons/evenings.
Experience and transportation
required. 568-3068.

Growlne Communications Company
seeking outgoing representative.
Earn up to $3K per month part
time. Full time position available.
Flexible hours, can work from
home. Carl 1-800*91 5264.
Football Vldee Assistant Individual needed to videotape
football practice and game day,
including traveling to away
contests.
Person
will
be
responsible for setting up and
tearing down camera equipment.
No experience necessary. Will train.
Class schedule needs to be open
weekdays after 3:30 p.m. Contact
David Gallatin at 568-3636.
$1,500 Weekly Potential • mailing
our circulars. Free information. Call
202-452-5901.
New Apartment Community needs part time leasing consultants
for Fall '99. Fax or mail resume
Attn: EHery Weatherty (804) 2967763
or 826 Cabell Avenue. Charlottesville,
VA 22905.
Alumni Seeking Responsible
Sitter - for kirt« — _„_J 6, MWF
morn pOsWon IN*0 JO a.m.
$20/>

1996 Nissan 200SX - Moon roof.
5 spd., power windows, locks,
cruise. Many extras, low miles,
$9,995 or best offer. 564-0398.

$25+ Per Hour - Direct sales reps
needed NOW! Market credit card
applications person-to-person.
Commissions avg. $25O500/wk.
1*00*51-2832.

Need A PrreasslMial Job on Campus?
Build your resume with public
relations and marketing experience.
Pay $6 - $10.90/hour. Application
deadline: September 8, 1999. See
MADISON CONNECTION ad in
Breeze. Call 56*3440.

Graat Ratast Naar JMUI Loft,
recliner, double mattress and box
springs in excellent condition, desk
chairs. Will deliver. Call 433-3703.

WB Pay Cash - for used or damaged
electronics, VCRs, TVs, home
and car stereo, PlayStations, etc.
Call Mike's Electronics. 434*800.

Horse Riding Privileges - in
exchange for small amount of
work. Located one mile from JMU
campus. Call 434-7131.

University Parking Services • is
currently seeking students
interested in working for the JMU
Parking Staff. Starting wage is
$5.95 per hour. For more
information call 56*6105 or email
yateswc@imu.edu. Applications
should be submitted to the Parking
Office located in Taylor 202.
Gymnastics Instructors Wanted Harnsonburg Parks & Recreation
is seeking part time gymnastics
instructors. Classes meet Monday
and Wednesday afternoons. Call
433-9168 for more information.
Simple Pleasures Cafe - is now
hiring the following positions:
daytime servers (10 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
(11 a.m. - 4 p.m.) and weekend
servers and cooks. Apply in
person: 498 University Blvd.
across from Cosco.
Child Care Providers Needed Area families are looking for funloving, creative students to
provide afternoon, evening,
weekend child care. If you are 18
or over and would like extra
income, register at .10 cost with
ChikJCare Connection, Rockingham
Memorial Hospital's child care
referral service. We'll connect you
with families needing child care.
Call 433-4531. If you were
registered with us previously,
please update your listing.
Sexy, New Holiday Inn Express looking to fill: FT desk, night
auditor, laundry, housekeeping.
Must work weekends. Fax 433-9999.
Leave msg., 432-9999.

Chiang House - Part time waitress/
cashier. Call 574-2265, ask for John.
Wartresees Nssded ■ Jess' Quick
Lunch. Apply in person. 22 S.
Main Street.
Cinnamon Bear Bakery and Dell ■
needs help. Will work around
schedules. Located in the Valley
Mall. Call or come by, 433-2867.
Ask for Susan.

SERVICES
Private Guitar Lessons - Beginner
to intermediate. Theory and
technique! $10/hr. 434-4735.

ONALS
SKYDTVEl Come see what hundreds
of JMU students have experienced
at Skydive Orange! One day first
jump. Complete information is on
http://w»w. skydiveorange. com/
or call 1-80OSKYDIVE!

Musicians Wanted
Fiddle, Bass, Mandolin, Guitar,
Banjo, Flute/Whistle, etc.
for Celtic Dance Band.
Must be a JMU student.
Csll 564-O082. Ask for Rick.

NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing business
opportunities & work-at-home
opportunities, contact the Better
Business Bureau Inc.,

at 1*00-53*5501.

Place a Classified Ad In
The Breeze
Come to the basement of
Anthony-Seeger
$2.50 for the first 10 words
($2 for each additional 10)

568-6127

SPRING BREAK
Early Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise 5 days
$279! Includes most meals!
Awesome beaches, nghtlife! Panama
City. Daytona, South Beach, Florida
$129! sprmgbreaktravel.com
1*00678*386.

Subscriptions to

The Breeze
are available!
For only $30 for third class mail.
or $75 for first class mail, you
can receive a full year of

Cane un A Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 nights, air, hotel,
free meals from $399! 1 of 6
small businesses recognized for
outstanding ethics!
springbreaktravel.com
1*00*78*386.

WANTED t

The Breeze1.
Please send your name,
address & money to:
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
Harrtsonburg, VA 22807

Artists/writers to draw and write funny comics.
Please send samples to the Breeze to:
Graphics Editor
The Breeze
Gl-Anthony Seeger Hall
MSC 6805

James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
* t r
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Jam
Madfeen

Univtnily

Mb*. Stone Gate

.

OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website
www.lbjlimited.com

Each Furnished Luxury
Apartment Comes With:
•Double Beds in each room
•Full size Washer & Dryer
•Telephone & Cable
hookups in each bedroom
& living room
•High speed internet access

•Oversized Closets
•Built-in microwave oven
•Garbage disposal
•Full size Dishwasher
•Bus Service

Stop by T'ke Commons, Soutk View and Stone §ate <Rentaf
Office, or caff432-0600, and make a move to fuxurvl
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Sept. 4
Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Sept. 25
Oct. 2
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 6
Nov. 13
Nov. 20

at Virginia Tech
Northeastern*
at New Hampshire*
Delaware*
at Villanova*
at William & Mary*
Connecticut* (Homecoming)
South Florida (Parents Weekend)
at Maine*
Richmond*
at Hofstra
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1 p.m.
noon
noon
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Leading the Dukes into 2000
What lies ahead for JMU football?
Three questions often come to mind grass and new rest rooms and concession
when thinking about the future of JMU stands would also be built.
The next step would involve bowling
football.
First, will the Dukes be playing in a Bridgeforth, which means the two existing
new stadium any time soon? If so, will this stands would be connected with additionnew stadium allow the Dukes to jump al seats. If the university chooses to further
from Division I-AA to I-A? Finally, and expand the stadium, one additional deck
perhaps most important, what can be done of searing could be built on each side of the
to turn around the recent slump the JMU existing stadium, which would raise the
capacity to 30,000.
football program has fallen into?
To find out the answers to these questions, The Breeze sat down with Jeff Bourne,
the new athletic director.
For years, JMU has been studying several options for either building a new stadium or renovating Bridgeforth Stadium.
It looks like the administration has
finally decided on a direction. The most
feasible plan calls for giving Bridgeforth a
make over, Bourne said.
However, Bourne stressed that at this
point in time, plans for Bridgeforth remain
conceptual, and that any changes are far
Jeff Bourne
from becoming a solid plan for the future.
JMU director of athletics
But if Bridgeforth was slated for renovation, it would likely happen in stages.
"I think there is a strong likelihood that
The first step would be to construct a
building in the end zone on the scoreboard it could happen," Bourne said. "Again, I
side of the field. This building would hold think you have to look at it from a stand
football offices, locker rooms and a com- point of it being phased in. The nice thing
mon area used by all sports teams for aca- about it is that it can be done as your prodemic advising. It would be a key in gram grows. It makes a lot of sense the
way it's been put together. I think a lot of
attracting new recruits, Bourne said.
The first phase would also require thought has gone into this. The people
moving the track and field hockey fields to involved have done a very good job."
The move to Division I-A football is a
the CISAT campus. The complete cost of
this phase, including a new turf field and jump Bourne is not in favor of making. He
throwing area by the new track and field thinks a team should be successful at one
hockey facility, is estimated at $4.5 million. level before trying to move on to the next
Then, the playing surface at Bridgeforth level of competition. He also noted the
would be lowered about eight feet, which amount of money it takes to compete
would allow more seating to be installed. against I-A teams.
"Division I-A football is a very expenThe surface would be changed to natural

"Let's be successful
where we
are and let's
fill our
stadium..

sive venture because you start competing
in a group of schools where it takes a
tremendous amount of resources to run
the program very well at the Division I-A
level," Bourne said. "It does no good to go
into that level if you don't have the support on the campus. What I tell our coaches is 'Let's be successful where we are and
let's fill our stadium and our basketball
arena and our soccer field and our lacrosse
field and everything else.' "
And what about the abyss the football
team disappeared into? Bourne said turning around the football program is one of
his top priorities. While he wants to continue the success of JMU's smaller sports,
he said the university must improve its
basketball and football programs.
"In football and basketball, I think part
of my job is making sure we have the right
coaches and that the coaches that are here
are doing what they need to support the student athlete," Bourne said. "If you get good
coaches that can recruit good players and do
a good job of coaching them and keeping
them in school, then that helps a lot."
Bourne also said it is his job to make sure
JMU's programs can compete with its opponents, meaning it has facilities and funding
that equal those of its opponents. The other
ingredient in Bourne's plan to revive JMU
football is fan support.
"One thing I want to do is to develop
football into a social event where people
want to come out of the fraternity and
sorority houses and come to the game and
take part in it," Bourne said.
In order to get the fans to the games,
Bourne has plans to conduct a more
aggressive ticket sales campaign, increase
the involvement of the Harrisonburg community and the JMU student body and ask
for more support from JMU alumni.

Matthews prepared for first season
Head coach has credentials to turn JMU around
JMU Coach Mickey Matthews was
introduced to the public as JMU's newest
coach on March 22. Matthews, the fifth
head coach in JMU history, succeeds Alex
Wood who became the quarterbacks coach
with the Minnesota Vikings after compiling a 23-22 record in four seasons at JMU.
Matthews, who has been a college
coach for the past 21 years, had been the
defensive coordinator at Baylor University since January. The Andrews, Texas,
native had previously served as an assistant coach at the University of Georgia,
working first with the linebackers in 1996
and 1997 and then with defensive backs
in 1998.
While Matthews was at Georgia, the
Bulldogs won two bowl games. He also
coached Champ Bailey, the Washington
Redskins' first-round draft pick in April,
while with Georgia.
Matthews also worked at Marshall University from 1990-'95, serving as defensive
coordinator and assistant head coach. DurDYLAN BOUCHERLEton for photographer ing his time at Marshall the program won
one Division I-AA championship (in 1992)
Coach Mickey Matthews gives his
and finished as runner-up three times.
players instructions during practice.

Matthews' early career included stints
at Kansas State, West Texas State, Texas-El
Paso, Houston, Texas Christian and Southwest Texas State.
As a player, Matthews earned four letters at West Texas State where he was a
halfback and wide receiver. He received 12
letters in four varsity sports at Andrews
High School.
Matthews has said he has three goals
for the JMU football program. His first priority is to make sure each player graduates. Second, he wants everyone involved
in the program to have a good time. And,
of course, he wants to win games.
To obtain success on the field,
Matthews will rely on an aggressive
game plan.
Offensively, he plans to use a wideopen, well-balanced attack featuring a
mixture of running and passing. However, he will not sacrifice solid, offensive
football principles.
Defensively, he has said the Dukes will
blitz often ("as soon as we get off the bus,"
said Matthews) and use as much man-toman passing coverage as possible.

Here's a look at the nine men who
will assist first-year coach Mickey
Matthews in 1999.
George Barlow
Running backs coach
An All-Sou them Conference player
as a safety at Marshall, Barlow most
recently served as the outside linebacker
and strong safeties coach at Oklahoma.
Bernard Clark
Defensive ends coach
The only holdover from Alex
Wood's staff, Clark enters his second
season at JMU. A third-round draft pick
of the Cincinnati Bengals, Clark had a
stand-out career at the Univerity of
Miami, which included the MVP award
in Miami's 1987 Orange Bowl victory.
Drew Cronic
Wide receivers coach
A wide receiver and special teams
player at the University of Georgia from
1993-1997, Cronic coached the wide
receivers as a graduate assistant at West
Georgia in 1998.
Eddie Davis
Quarterbacks coach/ passing game
coordinator
Davis was the head coach at Strake
Jesuit High School in Houston last year.
He has also worked at Southern Texas
State, Temple, Texas Tech and Rice.
Kyle Gillenwater
Linebackers coach
Gillenwater was the defensive line
coach at Elon College from 1996-'98. He
had previously coached at Hargrave
Military Academy, Marshall and
Bridgewater College.
Dick Hopkins
Defensive coordinator /defensive backs
coach
Hopkins, a Florida State University
product, coached at Tulane University
from 1994-'98. He worked with the
defensive backs and the defensive ends.
William King
Defensive assistant
An All-American linebacker at
Marshall, King coached wide receivers
at Tusculum in 1998 and was the
defensive ends coach at Elon in 1997.
Curt Newsome
Defensive tackles coach
Newsome was the Associated
Press's Virginia scholastic coach of the
year at Newport News's Heritage High
School in 1998.
John Zemhelt
Offensive coordinator/offensive line
coach
A three-time letter-winner as an
offensive lineman at Maryland, Zemhelt
was the offensive line coach at South
Carolina from 1996-1998. He was
previously the offensive coordinator at
Duke University.
"Over the summer when 1 was talking to
people in the college coaching world and
they would say 'Who's on your staff?' When
1 would tell them they would be amazed at
the caliber of the coaches we were able to
attract."
— Matthews on his new staff
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The JMU offense, led by new quarterback Charles Berry (11), hopes to improve on its woeful 3-8 1998 campaign. Berry will be directing an offense that finished at or
near the bottom of the Atlantic 10 in the major offensive categories. The nucleus is back, with tailbacks Curtis Keaton and Delvin Joyce, and receiver Earnest Payton.

Dukes need to capitalize on ability
IKEGESARIO
sports editor
The accepted theory surrounding the recent slide of the
JMU football program had been
that the defense just wasn't
doing its job. In fact, so many
people blamed the defense that
when Mickey Matthews was
hired as JMU's coach, he almost
believed in that theory.
Then Matthews decided to
pull out the media guide to see if
the defense was to blame for last
year's 3-8 record. He came to a
different conclusion.
"Our problem is offense,"
Matthews said. "We've got to
move the sticks. When I first
came here everybody talked
about how bad the defense was
and I kind of bought into that for
a while. Then I got to checking
the statistics out."
Here are the facts: JMU finished dead last in the Atlantic 10
last year in total offense, averaging 333.9 yards per game. The
team's passing offense ranked
eighth out of the 11 teams, with
an average of 203.9 yards per
game and the rushing offense
averaged just 130 yards each
game, the worst in the confer-

JMU is also blessed at running back, with juniors Keaton
and Delvin Joyce. Keaton
became the school's first 1,000yard rusher since 1992 last year,
while Joyce is an all-purpose
back closing in on JMU's all-time
all-purpose yardage record.
"We've got to run the ball
better than last year," Matthews
' said. "All great offenses are
50-50, run and pass. That's
what we are striving for. If
"We are going to try to
We Have tWO gOOd
somebody just throws the
open things up a little bit.
ball you can stop them. If
Last year we were very rUYlYierS, 67 gOOCl
they just run the ball you can
predictable," junior runstop them, but if they are 50ning back Curtis Keaton COW Of receivers
50 it's awful hard to draw up
said. "We've got a lot of
a defensive scheme to stop
weapons. We had a lot of ailU OUT Offensive
all that."
weapons last year. It's a
t
>>
A new face will see most of
matter of utilizing those ///?£ is fllie
weapons. We have a lot of
the action at quarterback this
guys who have a lot of
Mickey Matthews year, as the Dukes look to
talent. When those people
JMU football coach junior N.C. State transfer
get their hands on the
Charles Berry.
ball, they have to capitalMatthews said Berry, who
"You'll see a lot of those
played in four games in 1997
ize on it."
screens that Kentucky runs,"
The Dukes are especially
and one in 1998, is the type of
Matthews said. "We really have
strong at wide receiver. Junior
quarterback many college teams
Earnest Payton set a school an exceptional group of athletes
are looking for.
record with 82 catches last year at receiver and running back.
"The hardest thing to find in
and is just 36 receptions short of You want to put those guys in
football is a quarterback that can
one-on-one, open-field situathe JMU record. Junior Marc
run and throw," Matthews said.
tions. Turn a short pass into a
Bacote had 21 catches in 1998
"And that's what we want.
long gain."
while junior Lindsay Fleshman
Charles can run and throw."

ence. JMU's 21.2 points per game
was only better than the University of Rhode Island's average of
19.9. The Dukes were also last in
total offense and rushing offense
in 1997.
Matthews said he wasn't
sure why JMU's offense did so
poorly last year. After all, the
Dukes have a deep arsenal of
talent at several positions ___
on offense.
<<

caught 28 passes. Fleshman had
been playing some safety during training camp but was
moved back to receiver to give
the team "some octane,"
Matthews said As a whole,
expect to see the Dukes running
a lot of short passes to avoid the
growing number of blitzes in
the college game.

Berry will be backed up by
junior John DeFilippo.
"He [Berry] was doing so
many good things. He's just the
best player we have at that
position," Matthews said. "John
has had a good camp. I think
John much improved over
spring training."
The offense line in charge of
protecting Berry has been
plagued by illness and injury
over the off-season, but JMU
still has four returning starters in
juniors Jason Inskeep and Ryan
Ferguson and seniors Dee
Shropshire and Cory Clark.
"I think they [the offensive
line] are a lot better than people give them credit for,"
Matthews said. "They've had a
good camp."
Sophomore Robert Carson
has also had a good camp,
according to Matthews, and will
see time at fullback with
DeLane Fitzgerald.
Senior John Wakely and
sophomore Michael Ponds will
both see time at tight end.
"We have two good runners,
a good core of receivers and our
offensive line is fine," Matthews
said. "I think our kids have a lot
of confidence. We are fine."
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Bounced around, this Berry is ripe
Versatile N.C. State transfer ascends to starting quarterback role
"Our talents were very even, and the
coaches led me to believe that I was
gonna get more playing time because I
When junior Charles Berry arrived on earned it," Berry said.
He didn't.
campus this summer for conditioning, the
Barnette had a banner year in the
soft-spoken quarterback had to have gotten the eerie feeling of "been there, done ACC, garnering honors, while Berry only
played the second half against Georgia
that."
As a football standout at Northern Tech, completing 16 of 27 for 187 yards
Durham (N.C.) High School, the 6-foot-3, and a touchdown.
"I was totally frustrated," Berry said.
195-pound Berry had to wait in the wings
So in April, Berry got his release from
behind Parade All-American Jason Peace
the Wolfpack, and working on a tip from
for two years.
When Peace graduated and took his an N.C. State running back who was congame to UNC-Chapel Hill (he now plays sidering JMU, came for a visit.
He was hooked.
wide receiver), Berry got his shot at run"It only took
ning the show, and
me a couple days to
he made the most a
make my decision,"
of it. He threw for
Berry said.
more than 1,000
And what did
yards and 11
he run into when he
touchdowns, in
reached Harrisonaddition to rushing
burg this July?
for 920 yards and
Charles Berry Another quarternine scores, and
was named an hon- ^_^^__^^^^^_ New JMU Quarterback back controversy.
JMU redshirt
orable mention AllAmerican by USA Today. His spectacular junior John DeFilippo was geared to take
senior year earned him a scholarship at the reins when three-year starter Greg
Maddox was pushed out of quarterback
N.C. State.
In Raleigh, Berry played second fiddle by then-coach Alex Wood last year.
to Jamie Bamette his first season, appear- Berry's arrival meant yet another compeing in four games, and said he began the tition.
second season in a quarterback competisee BERRY page 11
tion with the incumbent.

j

ASON McINTYRE
assistant sports editor

It only took me a
couple days to make my
decision.

KATIE WILS()N/<USIS/<UH photo editor

New JMU quarterback Charles Berry perfects his throwing motion in preseason
practice. Berry, a Junior, has two years of eligibility remaining.

This Payton has sweet hands
Only a junior, Maryland native poised to break JMU career receving mark
ITIITH FEIGENBAUM
[senior writer
For 1998 JMU football opponents, the Dukes more often than
not proved to be the ideal opponent. The team's final record of 38 illustrates that fact.
However, the same cannot be
said for whichever opposing
defensive back drew the assignment of Dukes, receiver Earnest
Payton. With the Dukes' struggling as a unit, 1998 became the
year of Payton. This season, both
Payton and new head coach
Mickey Matthews hope to
reverse that occurrence, with the
team as the beneficiary.
In an offense which centered
around getting the ball to the 6foot-1, 190-pound Payton and
standout running back Curtis
Keaton, Payton caught more balls
(82) than any other receiver in
JMU history last season. That
includes former Washington
Redskins great Gary Clark and
current NFL players Ed Perry
and Macey Brooks. His 82 receptions boosted Payton to fourth on
JMU's all-time catch list at 122,
behind only David McCleod (158
from 1990-'93), Clark (155 from
1980-'83) and Jay Jones (151 from

1993-'%).
Will Payton surpass these
JMU greats in due time? Most
likely. Does he care? Not at the
moment.
"I came here just looking to
play," said Payton, a junior
whose combination of intelligence and ability draw raves
from coaches. "Setting records
was something that never even
crossed my mind. It's something
that's come over time, but nothing I set out to do."
That said, he can now focus
on the larger picture . A fuzzypicture which was clouded by
former coach Alex Wood (now
with the Minnesota Vikings).
Last season the Dukes finishec
an abysmal 3-8, their worst
record since 1983. Payton wants
to win.
So what type of numbers
might Payton produce in 1999?
90 receptions? 100? In Matthews'
new scheme, the landmark num
ber of 82 from 1998 may not even
be approached this season
Rather, the Dukes plan to spread
the wealth to a talented, but
untested receiver corps which
includes senior Marcus Griffin,

DYLAN BOL'CHKRLE/$«i/ew photographer

Receiver Earnest Payton hauls in a pass during preseason workouts. Last season, he was a bright
see PAYTON page 11 spot on an otherwise dull team, shattering the JMU single season receptions record with 82.
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1999 Atlantic IOC
Mid-Atlantic Division
1

Villanova
1998: 6-5
1999 Prediction: 8-3

The defense may be below average, but the Wildcats'
offense looks to be one of the top in the conference with quarterback Chris Boden at the helm. Boden already holds 18 of Villanova's school passing records. The Wildcats also have Ail-American
running back Brian Westbrook, who became the first player in
NCAA history to rush for 1,000 and have 1,000 yards receiving in a
season last year. Nine other starters return on the offense.
The defense centers around a strong linebacking core,
including Shaun Lyons. Seven starters return on the defense.

3

Delaware
1998: 7-4
1999 Prediction: 7-4

Junior quarterback Matt Nagy threw for 200-plus yards in
nine straight games, including a 556-yard performance against
Connecticut. Brian Ginn is also a very capable backup QB. Craig
Cummings and Jamin Elliot combined for 49 receptions last year.
The rushing game must improve though as the Wildcats finished
third worst in the A-10 in rushing yards per game at 137.6.
Defensively, seven starters return to a squad that finished
near the middle of the conference last year. Five of the team's top
tacklers are included in the returnees.

5

William & Mary
1998: 7-4
1999 Prediction: 6-5

Just one big problem for William & Mary — the Tribe must
find a new quarterback, after the departure of Mike Cook, who
threw for more than 3,000 yards last year. Junior Daron Pope is the
likely choice, but he threw for only five passes all of last season.
Receivers Dave Conklin, Mike Leach and Chris Rosier all caught
50 or more passes in 1998 and return this season. Hameen Ali is
the team's top rusher, racking up over 1,000 yards last year.
Eleven starters return on the defensive side of the ball.
W&M was ninth in the A-10 last year in total defense.

2

Richmond
1998: 9-3
1999 Prediction: 7-4

RICHMOND

If Richmond is going to compete for the conference title, it
will have to rely on its defense, much like it did a year ago. Last
season the Spiders ranked 11th in the NCAA in rushing defense,
eighth in scoring defense and tied for second in turnover margin.
Eight of last year's defensive starters return.
Offensively, the Spiders will depend largely on quarterback
Jimmie Miles, who averaged nearly 75 yards rushing a game in
1998. Six starters return on the offense which was third worst in
the conference a year ago.

4

James Madison
1998:3-8
1999 Prediction: 6-5

It's a wide-open conference so anything is possible, but the
Dukes do have a lot of question marks. New quarterback Charles
Berry takes over an offense that finished second to last in scoring
in the A-10 last year. Berry will have some very capable receivers
to look for in Earnest Payton and Lindsay Fleshman. Running
backs Curtis Keaton and Delvin Joyce will need to improve on what
was the worst rushing offense in the league last year. Defensively,
the Dukes look to a solid group of defensive ends and linebackers.
JMU was fourth in the A-10 in total defense in 1998.

6

Northeastern
1998: 5-6
1999 Prediction: 4-7

^*"*%

The keys are there for the Huskies, with returning QB Fred
Vallett (2,292 yards passing last year), wide receiver Dave Klemic
(1175 yards receiving in 1998), and back L.J. McKanas (832 yards
rushing last year), but Northeastern does not have any returning
starters on its offensive line, which could mean big trouble, especially in this conference.
The defense, third in total defense last year, returns seven
starters, including two second-team all conference players from a
year ago, linebacker Zach Falconer and lineman Doug Tillberg.
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Conference Preview
New England Division
1

Massachusetts
1998: 10-3
1999 Prediction: 9-2

2

The national l-AA champions had the A-10's best offense
last year, led by quarterback Todd Bankhead. Bankhead threw for
3,919 yards and 34 touchdowns last year. Junior Marcel Shipp ran
for 2,542 yards last year and still has his streak of 12 straight
games of 100 yards rushing or better intact. The defense was
eighth in the A-10 last year. To illustrate the wide-open nature of
the A-10, just remember, JMU fell to UMass 28-26 last year after
missing a two-point conversion with under a minute left to play.
UMass went on to win the national title.

3

Maine

Like the Dukes, the Huskies have a new coach at the helm
this year in Randy Edsall, a former defensive coordinator aT Georgia Tech.
Junior QB Brian Hoffmann threw for 1,137 yards last year
and John Fitzsimmons had over 1,000 yards receiving. UConn also
have two backs who ran for over 750 yards each last year.
Edsall will have to work his magic on the defense, which
was dead last a year ago in total defense, passing defense and
rushing defense and has only six returning starters this year.

4

1998: 6-5
1999 Prediction: 4-7

Last year the Black Bears finished with a respectable 6-5
mark. But QB Mickey Fien, receiver Drew O'Connor and return
specialist Darrick Brown have all left and Maine will have to find
new faces to take charge of the offense.
Dwayne Wilmost had 53 catches for 506 yards in 1998 while
Ben Christopher rushed for over 600 yards.
The defense returns six starters, the most recognizable
being safety Aaron Dashiell, who made 100 tackles and had six
interceptions last year.

5

Connecticut
1998: 10-3
1999 Prediction: 6-5

Rhode Island
1998: 3-8
1999 Prediction: 3-8

JMU fans may remember URI's new quarterback Ken Mastrole from last year when he played for the University of Maryland
and was 15-24 for 181 yards in the season opener against the
Dukes. The Rams could use the help of Mastrole, as the team finished third worst in the A-10 in passing offense in 1998.
The defense was surprisingly good last year, finishing second in total defense and rushing defense and fourth in passing
defense, but all-conference players Frank Ferrara, Miguel Viera
and Ron liannotti have all left.

New Hampshire
1998:4-7
1999 Prediction: 3-8

The Wildcats finished 4-7 last year, but that was with the
help of running back Jerry Azumah, the A-10's player of the year
who piled up more than 8,000 yards of total offense during his
playing career at New Hampshire.
Believe it or not, New Hampshire listed six QBs on its roster
in the spring. Michael Apple (17-42 for 286 yards last year) will
probably start.
New Hampshire was sixth in the conference in total defense
last year and was third best in passing defense.
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Joyce to the World

1999 JMU Football Roster
No.

Junior tailback
provides the spark
for JMU's offense
JMU Coach Mickey Matthews has said
that he wants to use an aggressive, wellbalanced offensive attack that will keep
opposing defenses off-balance this season.
Matthews would be hard pressed to
find a more well-suited player to fit into
this style better than JMU redshirt junior
tailback Delvin Joyce.
Sometimes it seems like Joyce can do a
little of everything. The Martinsville
native rushed for 347 yards last year, collected 279 receiving yards and returned
punts and kickoffs for a combined 1,115
yards. In all, Joyce tallied 1,741 all-purpose yards, breaking the single-season
JMU record he had set the previous year.
"We are going to get the ball into
Delvin Joyce's hands," Matthews said.
"Right now, Delvin Joyce is our best
offensive player because he does so many
things. He's had a great camp. He is our
most versatile offensive player. We've
been very, very impressed with him."
Joyce joined the JMU program in 19%
as a walk-on player and busted onto the
JMU football scene the next year as a redshirt freshman. That season he broke Jay
Jones's single season all-purpose yard
record and broke Gary Clark's season
mark for punt return average.
Joyce also set a Bridgeforth Stadium
record of 322 all-purpose yards in one
game in the Dukes' 32-27 upset win over
nationally ranked East Tennessee State in
JMU's 1997 home opener and Joyce's first
game ever in Bridgeforth Stadium. Joyce
was unaware he had broken the record
until after the game and still ranks his
performance against ETSU has one of his
shining moments at JMU.
"It was really exciting," Joyce said. "We
pulled off a big upset which was gratifying
for the team and then after the game they
notified my that I had broken the record
and that was really gratifying too."
Heading into the new season, it looks
like Joyce's role will be expanded even further. JMU's game plan will consist of short

-- '

Delvin
Joyce
career stats
G R Yds TD
1997 9 116 421 3
1998 II 98 347 4
Totals 20 214 768 7(
Rec
1997 22
1998 28
Totals 50

Yds TD
197 I
279 2
476 3

PHOTO BY:
KATIE WILSON/ass/, photo editor

KATIE VilLSOS/assistant pholo editor

Delvin Joyce owns the Bridgeforth Stadium record for most all-purpose yards in a
game. The tailback accumulated the record 322 yards in his first JMU home game.

passes to both the running backs and wide
receivers, so Joyce figures to be a favorite
target of quarterback Charles Berry.
"1 think I'm going to be used in several roles as a receiver and and a running
back," Joyce said. "I'm going to try to
keep the defense off balance.
And, just as in years past, Joyce will be
a major force on JMU's special teams units.
Joyce, who heads into this season first in
school history in punt return average at
13.3 and and seventh in kickoff return

JMU's Career All-Purpose
Yardage Leaders
Warren Marshall ('82-'86)
V

Gary Clark ('80-'83)
Rodney Stockett ('84-"87)
Delvin Joyce ('97-'98)
David McLeod f90-'93)

average with 223, said special teams is one
of his favorite parts of the game.
"I love special teams," he said. "I love
returning punts and returning kicks. It's
just another way I can contribute to success of the team."
For the unselfish Joyce, the success of
the team has always been the No. 1 priority. He said he hopes he is fortunate
enough to break the JMU career all-purpose yardage mark his is closing in on,
but will not put personal achievements
ahead of the team's success.
"My first priority is to have a winning
season. I haven't had that since I came to
JMU. That's my main goal," Joyce said.
The former three-sport athlete at Fieldale-Collinsville High has also taken on
a new leadership role as he has gotten
older.
"I realize that I'm look upon as a
leader of the team now," Joyce said. "I try
to set a good example for the younger
players. I hope I'm doing a good job."
Joyce and fellow junior running back
Curtis Keaton have especially helped
each other by constantly pushing each
other in camp.
"We really do feed off each other,"
Joyce said. "There's still a lot of competition between us out there. We are really
good and friends and really make each
other better."
Keaton said he often watches Joyce in
practice and knows he must push himself
or he will find himself losing playing time
to Joyce.
"Delvin's a good running back," Keaton
said. "He's very versatile and that's a compliment to the JMU football program."

38
39
40
42
43
43
44
45
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
57
59
61
62
65
68
69
70
73
75
76
77
79
82
83
84
85
89
91
92
93
95
96
97

Name

Lindsav Fleshman
Marc Bacote
Delvin Joyce
John Wakely
Earnest Payton
Curtis Keaton
Michael Ponds
Mark Coates
Cliff Wimbush
Marcus Griffin
Jason Thompson
John Borosky
John DeFilippo
Chris Paquette
Timm Carper
Zeb Clark
Reginald Taylor
Quentin Collins
James Wilkins
C.J. Evans
Travis Bowers
Anthony Little
Bryan Hart
David Forman
Cody Hall
Chris Loftus
LaVarrWynn
Chris Morant
Jason Parmer
JoeDeNeal
Tom Paquette
DeLane Fitzgerald
Jeremy McCommons
Chrisrlerring
Robert Carson
Mike Glover
Justin Ruffin
Joe Curtis
NickWohn
Sherrod Briggs
Logan O'Neill
JoePascarosa
Kirk Mulligan
Jarvis Rogers
Richard Hicks
Ulrick Edmonds
Mike Cox
Shane Gamer
Grant Clarke
Murray Douglas
Shawn Setcavage
NickZerby
Jason Inskeep
Dee Shropshire
AndyBonham
Zach Annon
Kevin Reinhardt
Mike Dealy
Ryan Bailey
Ryan Ferguson
Cory Clark
Blake Yaralian
Aaron Rogozinski
{eremy Shelton
'aulWise
Marshall Haggard
Antron Smifn
im Cooper
on Petrunak
Pete Moran
J.P.Novak
Pete Orwig
Ron Atkins
Andrew Belmear
Charles Berry
Michael Bird
Charles Law
Derrick Lloyd
Steve Loomis
Mike Luckie
Daniel Luque
Dennard Melton
Andre Moore
Derrick Pack
Jerame Southern
Quinton Tanner
Jesse Wade
Luke Young

Year Pos.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.-r
Sr.-r
Jr,r
Sr.-r
So.-r
Sr.-r
Sr.-r
Fr.-r
Jr.-r
Jr.-r
So.
Sr.-r
r.
rr.-r
Fr.-r
So.-r
Jr.-r
Fr.-r

1Fr.-r
r.-r

Fr.-r
Fr.-r
So.-r
Jr.-r
Sr.-r
Fr.-r
So.
Sr.
r.-r
r.-r
So.
So.-r
Fr.-r
Jr.-r
Fr.-r

I

So.
Fr.-r
r.-r
r.-r
hr.-r
r.
r.-r
r.
r.-r
r.-r
:
r.-r
:
r.-r
r.-r
Sr.-r
Jr.-r
So.-r
Jr.-r
Fr.-r

fcf
Sr.-r
Fr.-r

!•

Fr.-r
So.
So.-r
fc,r
So.
So.-r

Jr.

Fr.

Jr.

Fr.

k
&
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
So.-r
Jr.

WR
WR
TB
TE
WR
TB
TE
CB
LB
WR
WR
QB
QB
QB
CB
LB
FS
CB
LB
TB
CB
SS
CB

SS
TB
FS
FB
DE
DE
CB
LB
FB
FB
DT
FB
PK
SS

LB
TB
DE
LB
LB
LB
DE
LB
DT
OG
LB
OG
OT
DT
OG
OC
OG
OT
OT
OT
OG
DE
OT
OC
WR
WR
DE
TE
WR
DT
DE
DT
DE
OT
DT
DB
FB
QB
PK
DB
LB
OL
LB
OL
S-LB
DL
S
DL
DB
P
DT
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Defense looks to plug up
its depleted secondary
TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL
contributing writer

DYLAN BOUCHERLE/wmor photographer

Backup junior quarterback John DeFllippo takes a breather during
practice. He is the second leading returning passer for the Dukes.

The JMU football program
did a little spring cleaning prior
to April's spring practice.
They overhauled the entire
coaching staff with the only
returning member being defensive end coach Bernard Clark.
Included in the changes was
the hiring of JMU's fifth defensive coordinator in six years,
Dick Hopkins.
He comes to JMU from
Tulane were he served as the
coach of the defensive backs
and defensive ends. Hopkins
plans to incorporate a speedoriented, attacking defense that
will build on the improvements
that the Dukes made defensively in 1998.
A year ago, the Dukes were
ranked fourth in the Atlantic 10
in both total defense and rushing defense, up from 1997
when they were ranked 10th
and 11th respectively.
The defensive line for the
Dukes will include some
promising returners. Junior
Chris Morant comes off of a stellar 1998 season when he tied a
JMU single-season record and

set a team Division I-AA mark
for quarterback sacks with 11.
The JMU staff made a big
move in the spring when they
moved senior Jason Parmer from
linebacker, where he had 54
tackles in 1998, to the defensive
line. Matthews feels that the
move will provide a deeper
playing rotation at end.
Also returning to the starting
line will be juniors Jon Petrunak
and Ulrick Edmonds. Petrunak
was a big contributor in 1998,
notching 52 tackles and
Edmonds had five tackles for
losses last season. Sophomore
Pete Orwig was a key tackle
reserve during the 1998 campaign and will continue to be a
key factor, as should junior
Sherrod Briggs.
The 1999 JMU linebacker
corps will include a couple of
new faces.
Arriving from Georgia is
senior Mike Luckie who
Matthews boasts has the potential to become one of the top
linebackers in the league. Junior
Derrick Pack comes from West
Virginia where he played on the
special teams unit in 1998. The
lone returnee is junior Zeb Clark.
Clark is JMU's leading returning

tackier and made a very strong
impression during the spring
practice period.
Good depth should be provided by sophomore transfer
Derrick Lloyd, from Coffeyville (
Kan.) Community College, converted fullback Jeremy McCommons and redshirt freshman
Richard Hicks.
If the Dukes defense has a
question mark, it is the secondary. It will be interesting to
see how the defensive backs are
affected after JMU suffered the
loss of starting safetiesTony
Booth (now playing for the
NFL's Carolina Panthers) and
Mike Masella.
The free safety slot will go
to junior transfer Ron Atkins.
He was a team captain and
honorable mention all-conference defensive back at Los
Angeles Valley Community
College last season.
The other starter is likely to
be junior Anthony Little, who
recorded 44 tackles a year ago.
At cornerback, the Dukes will
return senior Timm Carper and
junior Mark Coates.Carper
recorded 46 tackles in seven
games while Coates notched 41
in nine games last season.

KATIE WILSON/<MW5/(UI/ photo editor

The JMU defense huddles up in practice. Last season the Dukes ranked sixth in the Atlantic 10 in scoring defense, fourth in total defense and fourth in rushing defense.
Coach Mickey Matthews brought in new defense coordinator Dick Hopkins and several transfers to make up for key losses at linebacker and in the secondary.
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A Trio of Terror
Division I-A transfers Mike Luckie and Derrick Pack join returner
Zeb Clark in a good blend of power and speed at linebacker

i

ASON McINTYRE
assistant sports editor

It's a pretty random bunch,
the six of them.
For starters, Derrick Pack has
been a career safety, and played
mostly special teams last year in
another state. In 1998, Mike
Luckie played in arguably the
nation's toughest conference,
the SEC. At least Zeb Clark suited up last year for the Dukes,
but this year he's playing under
a new linebackers coach, one
who the Dukes beat last year.
Among the top backups are
a converted fullback, a redshirt
freshman, and a guy from
another time zone.
Random indeed.
The man patrolling the
defense this year for the Dukes
is Georgia transfer Mike Luckie.
The 6-foot-1, 235-pound senior
will start at middle linebacker

after playing in every game last
year for the Bulldogs in the
SEC, recording 24 tackles on
defense and special teams.
Those numbers could be deceiving, because seeing Luckie on
the field, you know those statistics are likely to go up threefold.
"I gotta go out there and
show up and I know that," the
soft-spoken Luckie said. "That's
what's pushing me to go out
there and perform well."
Linebackers coach Kyle
Gillenwater raves about the
bruising Stone Mountain, Ga.
native.
"He's a bigger, physical kid
that runs well with a lot of
game experience," Gillenwater
said. "He brings presence to the
huddle, even though he's a
quiet leader."
Being reunited with his former coach (Matthews) should
ease the transition from bigger

city (Athens) to a small town.
"The biggest thing about me
coming here was that I had a
good relationship with Coach
Matthews," Luckie said. "I just
wanted to play for him no matter where he was."
Leaving Georgia was tough
on Lukie, being that he is a
triplet, and his two brothers
remain on the Bulldogs football
team.
Flanking Luckie at strongside linebacker is the leading
returning tackier on the defense,
6-foot 210-pound junior Zeb
Clark. Last season, Clark, who
hails from Virginia Beach, registered 78 tackles, third on the
team.
"Zeb Clark has a lot of leadership abilities, and the team
really looks up to him," Gillenwater, the defensive line coach
last year at Elon, said. "Where
Luckie is the silent leader, Zeb
is the vocal guy out there."
Clark's compadres at linebacker — Luckie and junior
Derrick Pack — both agree that
pound for pound, Clark is the
toughest of the three.
"Luckie has a presence about
him, he's a real quiet guy and
let's his action speak for him,"
Pack said. "Zeb is a strong
guy,and he loves the contact.
He's also our vocal leader."
Pack, a transfer from West
Virginia, earned the final linebacker spot and will play on the
weak side. The 6-foot, 200pound converted safety is
somewhat undersized to play
linebacker but is ready for the
challenge.
"At first I was kinda skeptical, because I had never played
linebacker before, and it took a
little time to get used to, but
now I enjoy it," Pack said.
After playing mostly special

KATIE WlLSONIsenior photographer

Junior linebacker Zeb Clark (I) and senior transfer Mike Luckie (r)
converse on the practice field in the preseason.
teams last year for the Mountaineers, Pack's greatest asset is
likely to be his speed. "I use
more speed than power out
there to get around guys instead
of going through them like Zeb
and Luckie," he said.
Gillenwater said, "With
Pack, Luckie and Clark out
there, we have three older guys

out there who bring good experience to the table."
Coming off the bench are
junior college transfer Derrick
Lloyd (6 feet, 235 pounds),
freshman Richard Hicks (6 feet,
220 pounds) and converted
junior fullback Jeremy McCommons (6 feet, 220 pounds).

1998 statistics for JMU's top 6 linebackers

KATIE WlLSONIsemor photographer

Outside linebacker Zeb Clark gets ready for action. Clark will
lead a sextet of linebackers in 1999, and is the only one of the
group to have seen action at the postion for JMU last year.
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SCHOOL

STATS

Jr

Zeb Clark

JMU

78 tackles, 2.5 sacks

Sr

Mike Luckie

Georgia

11 tackles

Jr

Derrick Pack

West Virginia

special teams

Fr

Richard Hicks

redshirt

n/a

So

Derrick Lloyd

transfer

137 tackles

Jr

Jeremy McCommons

JMU

played fullback
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JMU Football 1999

Berry assumes
starting role

Final 1998
A" 10 Standings
MID-ATLANTIC DIVISION
Team

BERRY from page A

This one, he won.
"John's very professional,"
Berry said. "On the field we
were tough competitors, we both
wanted the job. Off the field, we
didn't let it affect our friendship."
Berry was tabbed the starter
in August by new head coach
Mickey Matthews and relishes
the opportunity to lead a talentrich offense.
"Here it's gonna be 50-50
between passing and running,"
Matthews said. "It's predicated
on getting athletes the ball and
letting them make big plays. It
makes my job a whole lot easier,
it makes me look better, makes
the coach staff look better."
Berry, who has an uncanny
scrambling ability to go with a
cannon arm, had two of his best
football memories come against
the best.
"When we beat Florida State
last year (24-7), it was like,
'Wow.' And the year before that
I threw a touchdown pass
against the Seminoles in Tallahassee, so that was kind of
good."
The low-key Berry isn't the
type to attract attention to him-

self, but that could be the case if
he explodes on the Atlantic 10
scene. With the Dukes' wins
declining each of the past four
seasons, many prognosticators
have overlooked JMU. That
could play right into Berry's
hands.
"The biggest thing I've been
working on this summer is staying focused. I look forward to
every practice, take every play
one at a time and keep chugging
along working at it all the time.
I'm just gonna go out there and
play hard and try not to make
any mistakes."
The second string quarterback is the aforementioned
DeFilippo, a Rosemont, Pa.
native who filled in for Maddox
once last season and went 5 for 8
for 130 yards and a touchdown.
Ironically in that game, the 6foot-2, 210 pound DeFilippo suffered a shoulder injury, and was
lost for the season. He has
thrown for 530 yards and three
touchdowns in seven games in
his career.
The third string quarterback
is sophomore Chris Paquette,
who as a freshman threw for 234
yards and a touchdown. Paquette is 6-foot-3,225 pounds.
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A-10 Overall

Richmond
Delaware
William & Mary
VUianova
Northeastern
James Madison

7-1
44
4-4
4-4
3-5
2-6

9-3
7-4
7-4
6-5
5-6
3-8

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
Team
A-10 Overall
Connecticut
6-2
10-3
Massachusetts 6-2
12-3
Maine
3-5
6-5
New Hampshire 3-5
4-7
Rhode Island
2-6
3-8
Offensive Player of the Year
Jerry Azumah, RB, UNH
Defensive Player of the Year
Marc Megna, DL, UR
Rookie of the Year
Adrian ZuIlo,UMass
Coach of the Year
JimReld,UR

Payton
preparing for
encore in '99
PA raw from page 4

A power Virgina Tech, and
CAA conference foes the University of Delaware, Villanova
University, and the College of
William & Mary, the Dukes'
balance will be tested every
week.
If amongst the receivers,
there are highly perceptible
weaknesses or, as with the
Dukes in 1998, one glaring
strength, these talented teams
will adjust and, more often
than not, overcome JMU's
attack. But with strength in
numbers, and not gaudy statistics, the Dukes could be on
their way to becoming what
Payton refers to as "one of, if
not the best group of receivers
in the conference." It's a case
of athletic irony like few others: the star must produce less
for the team to be a success.
Be it irony or plain facts,
the overwhelming belief
amongst the Dukes is that it
must become a reality, or
watch 1999 begin to look like
1998, records and all.

Fleshman, and redshirt freshman Blake Yaralian.
Payton refers to the slightly
undersized but speedy Griffin
as someone who "no one's
ever seen because he hasn't
had any exposure." This can
be said for each returning
receiver as neither Griffin,
Fleshman nor Bacote was able
to play John Taylor to Payton's
Jerry Rice in 1998. This season,
Matthews is hoping for a host
of Taylors and the inevitable
increased production.
"Hopefully, (offensive success will result) by my reduction in catches," said Payton,
also fifth in team history in
receiving yards (1,698). "And I
do plan to have a reduction.
By spreading the ball out
more, that will enable the
defense not to key on me. We
have a lot of deep threats on
this team, so they need to
shine, also."
With a schedule which
includes perennial Division I-
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